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The objective for this project is to investigate various electrical and software means of 
control to support and advance the development of a novel vacuum adhesion system for a 
wall-climbing robot. The design and implementation of custom electronics and a wirelessly 
controlled real-time software system used to define and support the functionalities of these 
electronics is discussed. The testing and evaluation of the overall system performance and the 
performance of the several different subsystems developed, while working both individually 
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I.   INTRODUCTION 
 
Objective 
The desire to develop autonomous robotic systems has driven significant advancements in 
electromechanical and computer technology over the past few decades. Thanks to these 
advancements, robots of all shapes and sizes have been, and are being, developed to engage 
in a vast array of tasks and functions. The majority of these robots are ground-based, 
mimicking terrestrial locomotors. The past few years have witnessed explosive growth in 
unmanned aerial vehicles that extend aircraft operating principles to autonomous control. 





), but also extend the domain of known aerodynamic 
vehicles to robotic systems. More recently, there is growing interest in robots that can operate 
on vertical or inverted surfaces. Robotic wall-climbing capabilities could be revolutionary in 
numerous applications, including surveillance, maintenance, and inspection, especially in 
dangerous environments
[3][4][5]
. Many semi-autonomous and autonomous wall-climbing 
robots have been prototyped, but most of these robots are still far from fully developed and 
their functionalities remain limited, especially with regards to payload, battery life, and 
reliability of the adhesion system during operation. There has not yet been a stand-out 
solution, encouraging others to ideate other solutions for the adhesion method and electronics 
and software that support that method's execution. The objective for this project is to explore 
various electrical and software means of control to support and advance a novel adhesion 
system for wall-climbing robots. In this domain, the design and implementation of a wireless 




Previous work by von Broekhoven, Stefani, and Mackin
[6]
 at California Polytechnic State 
University, San Luis Obispo demonstrated the feasibility of a novel adhesion method that 
utilized perforated RC tank treads as the adhesion interface for a wall-climbing robot. Their 
selection of a nominally smooth vertical surface proved crucial in defining the compliance 
and structure of the treads for their prototype adhesion and drive system. Furthermore, they 
chose a tethered system that supplied both power and compressed air to their machine, 
eliminating the need for heavy onboard power supplies and air pumps. Their adhesion system 
utilized a set of Venturi tubes that generated vacuum suction across the driving treads. This 
vacuum suction was generated by passing compressed air through an air distribution 
manifold to an array of Venturi tubes fixed to another manifold that supported the treads. 
This manifold was machined with an array of holes that were carefully chosen to interact 
with a hole pattern in the tread to create and distribute a uniform adhesion force across the 
tread and to the wall. The tread essentially behaved as a gasket, forming a tight seal between 
the manifold and the wall and creating several small spaces through which the vacuum 
pressure could adhere the robot to the wall. The initial prototype of this wall-climbing robot 
can be seen in Figure 1. After performing proof-of-concept testing for this tread-gasket 
vacuum adhesion method, the development of the robot hardware, software, and electronics 
could begin. At that point, preliminary mechanical hardware was designed and prototyped, 
but only a pair of actuating DC motors had been selected and no electronics or software had 
been developed. The original motors selected were not able to provide enough torque to drive 
the robot while adhered to the wall. Therefore, new actuators needed to be selected and 




Figure 1: Wall-climbing robot prototype adhered to a vertical surface that demonstrated 
proof-of-concept of a tread-gasket vacuum adhesion method 
 
 
Figure 2: Final wall-climbing robot design used as the basis for the development of the 





In order to investigate successful solutions, it was necessary to identify the desired attributes 
and functionalities that characterize successful wall-climbing robot electronics and software. 
First, the robot must be able to move in all directions (forward, reverse, left, and right), thus 
capable of linear and angular movement. The robot’s speed and trajectory must be wirelessly 
controlled through a graphical user interface, which should also accurately display the 
current speed and position. Since vacuum suction was the chosen method of adhesion, it is 
important to have a system in place to monitor this adhesion during the robot’s operation. In 
order to do this, the pressure in the air supply lines must be monitored and displayed in real-
time through the graphical user interface. This ensures that the system will behave in a 
predictable manner and allow the user to respond to any potential loss of suction that may 
result in the robot losing contact with the wall. Additionally, the system must incorporate a 
simple means of crash and obstacle avoidance to prevent the robot from being damaged 
during operation. The weight of the electronic components must also be considered. Since 
the robot will have a set payload capacity, it is important to avoid taking up some of that 
capacity due to the utilization of overly sized and heavy electronics. Also, the amount of 
power that the electronics consume must be minimized. Low power consumption equates to a 
smaller and lighter power supply, taking up less payload capacity, and less heat generated by 
the electronics, increasing the potential continuous run-time of the robot system before 
overheating. The electronics and software must also be as simple as possible while still 
accomplishing the required tasks, as simplicity of the system allows for easier 
troubleshooting during the development process. Lastly, the system must be adaptable, 
meaning that additional electronics and software can later be added with ease, if necessary. 
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II.   BACKGROUND RESEARCH 
 
Existing Solutions 
Numerous wall-climbing robots have already been developed, so it is important to identify 
the electrical and software-based technologies utilized in these robots and analyze their 
performance and success. There are several kinds of wall-climbing robots that have already 
been made. They are typically categorized based on their chosen method of adhesion, with 
the main methods being suction, magnetism, and grasping. Within these categories, what sets 
one robot apart from the rest are the electronics and software that are used to accomplish the 
robot’s control, obtain sensory feedback, and interpret and process the acquired information 
in the appropriate fashion. Additionally, the overall size of the robot can also be a strong 
indicator of the success of the robot, especially because the application for which the robot is 




 demonstrated a climbing robot for cleaning applications that used custom 
circuitry and onboard power for data acquisition, drive, and control. A microcontroller 
powered by a 6 volt lithium battery pack and connected to several DC motors and a pressure 
sensor controlled the functionality of the robot. The motors provided linear motion to the 
robot, while the pressure sensor monitored the vacuum pressure inside the suction cups used 
for wall adhesion. Overall, this robot did not appear to have strong motion or system 
monitoring and control capabilities and was described as being oversized, but was able to 
benefit from the flexible functionality that comes with using custom circuitry powered by a 
selected microcontroller instead of a mass manufactured data acquisition board.  
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While some robots are controlled by custom circuitry using carefully selected 
microcontrollers, other robots, such as the four-legged slider-crank suction powered robot by 
Albagul et al.
[8]
, employed pre-made microcontroller modules. With these systems, all of the 
supporting circuitry has already been developed and integrated with the microcontroller, 
allowing the user to simply plug in their equipment and easily integrate electronic control 
into their system. This particular robot, pictured in Figure 3, utilized the BASIC Stamp BS2 
module, which runs using the PBASIC programming language through a serial connection to 
a computer. A program was created and partitioned to control the various functionalities of 
the robot, including forward and reverse motion. The program was coded to operate very 
systematically and repeatedly perform the same tasks associated with forward and reverse 
motion while monitoring the state of four pneumatic valves to determine when the 
appropriate motors were powered to activate the slider-crank walking mechanisms. The 
flowchart of the program can be seen in Figure 4. This robot had several mechanical design 
issues related to the performance of the suction cups, but the ready-to-use electronics and 
task-oriented software were kept relatively simple and were overall successful. The only 
issue that was found was with regards to the power supply for the system. Because there 
were several motors, pneumatic valves, and a circuit board being actively controlled, a steady 
power supply was imperative, but this robot only relied on regular 9 volt batteries. This 
caused issues because of the fast discharge rate and cost associated with these batteries, 
which made powering the robot electronics very unreliable and expensive. The electronics 
were all housed onboard, so no tethering was required, preventing mobility issues associated 




Figure 3: Four-legged slider-crank suction powered wall-climbing robot system 
 
 
Figure 4: PBASIC programming flowchart for slider-crank wall-climbing robot 
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Another project that implements pre-manufactured microcontroller modules is the project 
aimed towards developing several design solutions for a tree-climbing robot
[9]
. Although the 
robots ideated for this project are not climbing walls, they still attempt to scale a vertical 
surface, in this case, a tree, using a multitude of different adhesion methods, including motor-
actuated spikes. This project used Arduino microcontroller modules. Arduino boards are 
made for the everyday electronics hobbyist, making them very easy to use and implement 
into any simple system. There is also a very large database that provides Arduino users with 
a vast variety of code to run on the microcontrollers, so building up the code for any project 
is much easier than starting from scratch with another separately selected microcontroller. 
Arduino systems are also very inexpensive and modular, as they can be easily built upon in 
order to increase the functionality of the board. One such tree-climbing robots, along with the 
Arduino microcontroller module that was used to control it, can be seen in Figure 5. The 
report for this project also goes into great detail regarding the software created for the robots. 
These tree-climbing robots used serial communication to transfer data between the Arduino 
board on the robot and the user's computer configured with a graphical user interface 
prototype. The code that ran on the microcontroller controlled the robot using a decision-
based methodology, meaning that the sensory inputs from the robot and the user inputs, 
commands for what the user wants the robot to do next, would be used to make decisions 
regarding the next actions of the robot and then immediately implement those decisions. A 
flowchart of this software architecture is presented in Figure 6. The graphical user interface 
was only partially developed using Qt Creator, so the development of manual control of the 
robot was not completed. However, the interface was kept simple in order to make the 




Figure 5: One of several developed ideas for a tree-climbing robot using an Arduino 
microcontroller module for control and data acquisition 
 
 
Figure 6: Overview of software architecture used for tree-climbing robot designs 
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Many robots have developed ingenious adhesion systems that actively maintain contact 
between the base of the robot and the wall. One team ideated a robot, seen in Figure 7, whose 
drive belts function to not only drive the robot forward or backwards, but also to engage and 
disengage the suction to the wall
[10]
. This was accomplished by securing 24 suction cups 
perpendicular to the drive belts, which are cyclically pressed against and pulled off of the 
wall, creating suction at each active suction cup. A DC motor, in this case, served a dual 
purpose, in that it dictated the robot's motion and activated the adhesion system. This reduced 
the overall weight and number of components required for the drive system and the adhesion 
system. If the drive system had not been integrated with the adhesion method, the robot most 
likely would have had a larger footprint. Most wall-climbing robots that have been developed 
incorporate motors of some kind to create the motion for the robot, but this particular robot 
was able to utilize it to serve a unique, additional function. This robot also is controlled using 
a custom programmable logic controller powered by a rechargeable battery. It also achieves 
wireless control using a radio controller. Another very similar robot
[11]
 executes wireless 
control using a Bluetooth protocol. All in all, this robot successfully executes wireless 
control and takes advantage of the flexibility associated with using a custom circuit design. 
 
Figure 7: Robot developed with suction cups mounted to drive belts used for adhesion 
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Another example of assigning dual purpose to an electronic component is seen in Waalbot, a 
wall-climbing robot that utilizes a tri-foot design for adhesion
[12]
. This robot used a custom 
printed circuit board to run the electronics and software of the robot system, but this printed 
circuit board was also used as the chassis of the robot, as seen in Figure 8. This was a great 
way to save space, reduce the mass of the robot, and assign dual purpose to the printed circuit 
board. However, additional issues could have been introduced by doing this. For example, 
the circuit board would now have to be designed to be structurally rigid to provide reliable 
support as the chassis, all while also holding electrical components in place and controlling 
the robot controls and sensory data. Overall, this project ended up being very successful. The 
custom circuitry provided flexible control capabilities through software and the robot 
operated as desired. The only improvement sought out by the team working on this project 
was to attempt to reduce the sizes of the electronic components, including the motors used to 
drive the robot in different directions. This would aid in reducing the weight of the system, 
thus increasing the payload capacity and battery life and reducing the power consumption. 
 
 





 is yet another example of a successfully executed wall-climbing 
robot powered using suction. This particular robot, seen in Figure 9, implemented a variety 
of sensors in order to acquire all sorts of data from the robot. Four motors were used to 
control the robot's motion. An encoder was placed on each motor in order to determine the 
current speed and position of the robot. Pressure sensors were also used to actively measure 
the pressure inside the vacuum chamber. Infrared sensors measured the proximity of nearby 
objects to provide basic collision avoidance. Wireless control was also achieved to control 
the robot's onboard custom circuitry and data acquisition system. A live video stream was 
integrated into the system as well, providing the robot operator with a forward view of the 
robot's trajectory. The City-Climber was very successful in climbing walls of all types, 
including walls of uneven surfaces, all while maintaining a relatively small size and efficient 
closed-loop control system. This robot, so far, utilizes the electrical and software architecture 
that most successfully achieves the specifications of the robot we have developed. 
 
 
Figure 9: Suction powered City-Climber robot design operating on an uneven surface 
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While researching currently designed wall-climbing robot prototypes, it was discovered that 
there are at least two companies that actively manufacture wall-climbing robots. The first is 
SRI International, a company that designs robots utilizing electroadhesive technology as the 
chosen method of adhesion
[14]
. These robots are controlled using wireless transmission at as 
far away as 100 meters and can successfully operate on nearly all surfaces, including rough 
and uneven surfaces. Currently, the robots are rated with a battery life that will last for about 
200 meters of travel. One of these robots, pictured in Figure 10, only weighs around 1.2 
kilograms and has a footprint of approximately 50mm x 70mm, making it a very small, yet 
successful, robot design. 
 
 




The other company that manufactures wall-climbing robots is called Tandemech 
Engineering. This company, started at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis 
Obispo, has developed robots that utilize custom circuitry and wireless control. The 
company’s second prototype, Numo[15], seen in Figure 11, is a semi-autonomous robot with a 
very elegant exterior design. The fact that no wires or mechanical components can be seen 
makes the robot aesthetically appealing. The adhesion system is compared to one of a hand-
held vacuum but with the addition of a flexible seal, allowing the robot to operate on nearly 
all surfaces. With a battery life of about 25 minutes using large rechargeable batteries, the 
robot is capable of a wide range of motion, including 360 degree turns. Currently, this robot 
is considered to be the ideal solution to this project at this point, due to its flawless 
functionality and appearance. 
 
 







III.   DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Actuators 
Based on the existing robot frame design, two motors were necessary to drive the front two 
wheels separately, allowing for turning. The motors that were first selected were DC 
gearmotors from Parallax
[16]
. These motors provided about 25 in-lb of torque at full load and 
had an integrated gearbox with a 30:1 input-output ratio and a quadrature encoder. They 
initially appeared to exceed the preliminary torque requirements determined by Stefani
[6]
, 
while still having a relatively high output velocity. However, with more detailed calculation, 
these motors were found to not provide enough torque to drive the robot up a wall with the 
weight of the robot frame and preliminary electronics. Other motors were researched and 
Molon DC CHM model gearmotors
[17]
 were selected. Table 1 contains information regarding 
the key electrical specifications of these Molon gearmotors. With an output torque of 50 in-
lb, these motors exceeded the new 35 in-lb torque requirement and were capable of driving 
the robot at a reasonable speed. These motors, unlike the Parallax motors, did not have an 
integrated encoder, requiring the use of an external encoder. Additionally, the torque or 
performance curves for these motors were not provided, necessitating motor testing to be 
done to better characterize these motors. 
 
Table 1: Key specifications for Molon DC gearmotors selected for use 
Parameter Value 
Max. Operating Voltage 24 Volts 
Full Load Output Speed 25 RPM 
Full Load Current 1.08 Amps 





The pressure sensors selected to monitor the various segments of the vacuum manifold were 
differential pressure sensors from Freescale Semiconductor, model MPX5100DP
[18]
. These 
sensors were chosen, primarily, because they were capable of measuring the pressure 
differential between standard atmospheric pressure and the vacuum pressure expected during 
operation. It was known that a perfect vacuum would not be attained due to the inherent 
presence of leaks in the system, so an operating range of 100 kilopascals instead of the ideal 
pressure differential of 101.325 kilopascals was found to be sufficient. They also featured a 
fully scaled and conditioned output voltage, which meant no additional circuitry was required 
to amplify or filter their output. Additionally, these sensors were temperature compensated, 
meaning that the final sensor output would not change as a function of the ambient 
temperature. This was a valuable feature because the robot would need to operate 
consistently in any outdoor and indoor environments. In the system, the positive pressure 
port would be open to the atmosphere, while the vacuum port was connected to the manifold 
air supply lines. This would output the gage pressure of the vacuum area within the manifold 
system. The sensor response time was about 1 millisecond, meaning the sensor would need to 
be sampled at time intervals larger than 1 millisecond. Table 2 contains detailed information 
on the important MPX5100DP sensor specifications.  
 
Table 2: Key electrical differential vacuum pressure sensor specifications 
Parameter Value 
Pressure Range 0 – 100 kPa 
Supply Voltage 5.0 Volts 
Supply Current 7.0 mAmps DC 
Max. Voltage Output 4.7 Volts 
Response Time 1.0 ms 
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The proximity sensors selected to integrate collision avoidance were infrared distance 
sensors from Sharp
[19]
, which utilized the method of triangulation to measure object distance. 
These sensors were chosen because they were a simple, low-cost means of detecting objects 
in the robot’s path during operation. Since the maximum output speed of the selected 
gearmotors was 25 RPM, the robot would theoretically travel a maximum of 3.5 inches per 
second, so the proximity sensors did not need to sense objects from far away. However, the 
output behavior was highly non-linear, as seen in Figure 12. Because of this, the sensors 
needed to be tested  to verify the behavior predicted by the sensor documentation. Also, the 
field of view or surface reflectivity characteristics were not provided, necessitating these to 
be tested as well. Table 3 contains information on the key proximity sensor specifications. 
 
 
Figure 12: Non-linear output voltage versus distance of object located in front of Sharp 
proximity sensor 
 
Table 3: Key specifications for Sharp distance sensor used for collision avoidance 
Parameter Value 
Distance Range 10 – 80 cm 
Supply Voltage 5.0 Volts 
Supply Current 30 mAmps DC 
Max. Voltage Output 5.3 Volts 
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The encoders selected to track the incremental motion of the gearmotor output shafts were 
Hall Effect gear tooth sensors from Hamlin
[20]
. Due to limited available space located on the 
ends of the output shafts of the gearmotors, it was difficult to directly couple quadrature 
encoders. It was decided that placing a small ferrous gear on empty portions of the output 
shafts would work best. The Hall Effect gear tooth sensors were placed within 5 millimeters 
of gear teeth, as shown in Figure 13, so that the sensors would detect when a gear tooth had 
passed by using magnetism. A square wave sensor output would then provide information 
about when a gear tooth passed by and how much time elapsed between each gear tooth 
sensed. Therefore, these sensors provided output shaft speed through software calculation 
using the rotational and linear resolutions of the 32-tooth gear implemented with the already 
designed mechanical drive system. Table 4 details the key specifications for these sensors. 
 
 
Figure 13: Setup configuration and typical output signal for a Hall Effect gear tooth sensor 
used as an output shaft encoder 
 
Table 4: Key electrical specifications for Hamlin gear tooth sensor used as encoder 
Parameter Value 
Max. Switching Speed 15 kHz 
Supply Voltage 5.0 Volts 
Supply Current 10.5 mAmps DC 




After researching the various data acquisition methods used in other robotic systems, it was 
decided that designing a custom circuit board would best fit the needs of this project, 
especially since making the electrical system versatile and adaptable for possible future 
additions was very important. Several specifications were used in the development of the 
robot's circuit board. These specifications, seen in Table 5, were determined by the desired 
system performance and the requirements of the sensors selected for use. The manufactured 
circuit board wiring diagrams and schematic can be found in Appendix A. 
 
Table 5: Electrical specifications for wall-climbing robot system 
Specification Value Notes 
Max. Sensor Sample Rate 1 kHz Slowest sampling rate for sensors (pressure sensors) 
Min. Analog Input Pins 10 Inputs for 8 pressure sensors and 2 proximity sensors 
Min. Digital Input Pins 2 Inputs for 2 Hall Effect gear tooth sensors 





 was selected to run the main circuit board and software 
operations. This microcontroller connected to all of the major subsystems of the circuit board 
to control, monitor, and post-process the key components and outputs. This chip included 
more digital pins and serial ports than necessary, which provided the option for future 
electronic additions. It was setup to be programmed using an in-circuit serial programming 
(ISP) interface. A 16 MHz clock crystal was selected to function as the primary clock source 
for the microcontroller. This clock crystal circuit provided the microcontroller with an 
external clock, which was more reliable than using the microcontroller's internal clock and 
improved the internal processor performance. 
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Two voltage regulators were required to stabilize the analog and digital power lines for the 
microcontroller. Since the selected component on the board and the sensors all required a 5 
Volt power supply, 5 Volt constant output regulators were chosen. The chosen regulators 
were from Texas Instruments (model number LM340MP-05)
[22]
. Table 6 contains additional 
information on the electrical specifications of these components. The power system 
contained these two fixed output voltage regulators, a reverse voltage protection diode, and 
four decoupling capacitors. 
 
Table 6: Analog and digital voltage regulator electrical specifications 
Parameter Value 
Voltage Output 5 Volts 
Current Output 1 Amps 
Voltage Input 7.5 – 35 Volts 
 
 
A 16 channel multiplexer was integrated into the circuit board design to provide additional 
analog to digital conversion input (ADC) pins. The ATMega1281 microcontroller only 
included eight onboard ADC pins, while ten pins were required to monitor two proximity 
sensors and eight pressure sensors. A 16 channel multiplexer was chosen over multiplexers 
with less channels to allow for the addition of other analog signals in the future. The 
multiplexer was used to interface four of the pressure sensors and the two proximity sensors 
with the microcontroller’s analog to digital converter, while the other four pressure sensors 
were connected directly to the onboard microcontroller ADC pins. The multiplexer, 
therefore, accepted several analog voltage outputs and switched between these outputs, 
sending these analog signals through a common output line to the microcontroller. 
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The motor drivers selected to run the Molon gearmotors were the model VNH5019ATR-E 
motor drivers produced by STMicroelectronics
[23]
. These drivers were selected because the 
maximum rated voltage and current specifications exceeded the required voltage and current 
values needed to operate the motors. They also could handle the use of more powerful motors 
in the future, if necessary. Table 7 details the key electrical specifications of these drivers. 
The motor driver system contained two VNH5019ATR-E motor driver chips, used to control 
the two Molon gearmotors. It also included several resistors, used to protect the pins of the 
microcontroller, and reverse voltage protection circuitry. Two six-pin male headers supplied 
voltage to the motors and encoders and included a digital input for the encoder signals. Wide 
board traces were used for transporting the motor voltages and currents to prevent the traces 
from melting during full operation.  
 
Table 7: STMicroelectronics motor driver chip electrical specifications 
Parameter Value 
Max Supply Voltage 41 Volts 
Maximum Output Current 30 Amps 
 
 
The pressure sensor array used to connect the differential vacuum pressure sensors to the 
microcontroller contained very little circuitry compared to other subsystems of the circuit 
board design. There were two groups of four sensors, which were each used on opposite 
sides of the robot. Each sensor had a small capacitor used as a filter for the output. The 
sensors were all powered by the analog voltage output from the microcontroller, which was 




It was determined that a Bluetooth communication would be ideal to wirelessly control the 
robot and transmit data gathered during operation. A BlueSMiRF Silver module
[24]
 was 
selected for its ease of use and low cost. Table 8 contains detailed information about the 
Bluetooth module. The module was mounted to a breakout board with a six-pin header and 
contained all the necessary components to run the onboard Bluetooth modem. The header 
supplied the module with power and connected the module's serial communication pins with 
those of the microcontroller.  
 
Table 8: Important BlueSMiRF Silver Bluetooth module electrical specifications 
Parameter Value 
Max. Transmission Distance 18 meters 
Operating Frequency Range 2.4 – 2.524 GHz 
Serial Communication Rate Range 2400 – 115200 bps 
 
 
To facilitate the debugging of the software programmed onto the microcontroller, an 
FT232RL USB to serial interface chip
[25]
 and a female USB mini-B SMD connector were 
added to the board. This debugging interface was used to enable communication between the 
microcontroller and an external computer to debug the software running on the 
microcontroller. It converted USB data, which the computer understood, to serial USART 
data, which the microcontroller understood. The interface also included a pair of status LED 
lights and a ferrite bead with capacitors, used as filters. The circuit was configured to be 
powered by the computer's USB port upon successful plug-in, which allowed it to be 
debugged without the use of any of the other circuit board power sources and without 




The preliminary framework for the software code was designed, created, and provided by 
Professor John Ridgely. The details of each task set are discussed below, along with how 
each portion of the code contributed to the code's overall functionality. The C++ code can be 
found in Appendix B. The overall task diagram for the software can be found in Appendix C. 
The various equations integrated into the code for various calculations can be found in 
Appendix D. 
 
The main task, robot_main, functioned as a setup for all of the code. The shared variables 
were created and the serial port was configured. One serial port was used to allow for 
wireless Bluetooth communication at a baud rate of 9600, meaning the serial port could send 
or receive up to 9600 bits of information per second. Next, all of the tasks were created, 
specifying their names and priorities, in particular. A priority of 1 designated the lowest 
priority. Finally, the scheduler was started. The scheduler ensured all tasks were performed at 
appropriate times based on their assigned priorities and timing specifications. 
 
The motor task set consisted of two task files: my_motor_task and motor. These two tasks 
worked together to provide the two gearmotors with full functionality. The motor speeds, 
default rotation directions, and modes were initialized such that both gearmotors would be in 
brake mode upon system startup. In the robot, the gearmotors were not oriented in the same 
way, but instead were mirrored in order to drive the treads on both sides of the system in the 
same direction. Therefore, the speed value for gearmotor B was negative to accommodate the 
fact that gearmotor B's forward rotation occurred under the opposite settings as gearmotor A. 
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Then, pulse width modulation (PWM) was setup to power the gearmotors with through the 
microcontroller. Based on the current motor modes (1 for braking and 0 for powering) and 
status flag conditions, the appropriate method in motor was called and ran. A delay method 
was used to ensure that the task ran through this process once every 0.1 seconds, which 
allowed other tasks to run at other times. The methods for setting the motor power, reversing 
motor direction, increasing motor power, decreasing motor power, and motor braking were 
all defined and ran appropriately depending on user input. Turning was achieved using skid 
steering, during which one of the motors would reverse direction while the other continued to 
operate straight, both operating at the same speed. To turn left, for example, the left motor 
was reversed while the right motor remained straight, resulting in a turn radius of zero. 
 
The encoder task set consisted of two task files: my_encoder_task and encoder. These two 
tasks worked together to provide the two motor encoders with full functionality. The methods 
for calculating current linear position and zeroing current linear position were defined. These 
methods were ran using conditional statements, where user input dictated the methods to be 
called. Two interrupt service routines (ISR) were created, one to accommodate each of the 
digital square wave output signals from the encoders. Each ISR ran every time an encoder 
pulse occurred from either encoder. The ISR’s interrupted the currently running code and 
serviced the rising edge pulses generated by the encoders for the gearmotors. A rising edge 
indicated that a gear tooth had reached the Hall Effect sensor, while a falling edge indicated 
that the gear tooth had finished passing the sensor. Since this task's timing was set such that 
the code was ran through once every 0.1 seconds, the change in the amount of encoder pulses 
from one loop to the next was be used to calculate the current motor speeds. 
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The sensor task set consisted of two task files: task_sensor and adc. These two tasks worked 
together to provide full functionality for reading the analog outputs of eight differential 
vacuum pressure sensors and two proximity sensors. In adc, the analog to digital conversion 
(ADC) features of the microcontroller were enabled in order to obtain the analog output 
signals from these sensors. The methods for reading one analog output value and reading and 
averaging several analog output values were defined. In task_sensor, the adc methods were 
called in order to convert the analog outputs from the multiplexer channels and the 
microcontroller analog inputs to digital outputs. The results from the method call were used 
to calculate the voltage associated with the ADC reading, which represented a voltage value 
between 0 and 5 Volts, the analog voltage supplied by the microcontroller. The same 
sequence of events happened for the first four pressure sensors, which were directly 
connected to the ADC pins of the microcontroller. However, for the other six sensors that 
were connected to the multiplexer, a slightly different approach was taken. First, the 
appropriate channel-select pins needed to be selected to read the desired analog value from 
the multiplexer. All of the analog outputs from the multiplexer were sent to one of the ADC 
pins of the microcontroller.  
 
There was only one user interface task used in the software design: task_user. This task took 
in user inputs and handled them to perform the desired tasks. The code used specific user 
serial commands to perform various tasks, such as power the motors. This task used a case 





Graphical User Interface 
A clean graphical user interface was desired for this project so that manual operation of the 
robot would not require interaction with the code at all.  Due to the large quantity of data to 
be transmitted, including real-time pressure, proximity, and encoder data, it was preferred to 
use a Bluetooth enabled computer. MATLAB was selected to be the graphical user interface 
program, especially because of the integrated Bluetooth serial communication functionalities 
and the strong data calculation and processing capabilities of the program itself. Several 
features needed to be included in the interface in order for the user to have full control of the 
robot behavior and monitor the current state of the robot, including the speed and Bluetooth 
connection status, as shown in Figure 14. Motor control buttons were implemented and could 
be controlled using keyboard inputs, as well. Bluetooth connection buttons and a status 
indicator were included, also. Pressure sensor data and current robot position were plotted 
real-time, while current robot speed and proximity to an object ahead were updated as well. 
The MATLAB code for this graphical user interface can be found in Appendix E. 
 
 
Figure 14: MATLAB graphical user control interface with buttons and data readouts 
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IV.    TESTING AND RESULTS 
 
Circuit Board Testing 
The circuit board was surprisingly bug-free, with only a few bugs being discovered and 
resolved. The final board layout can be seen in Figure 15. The revised circuit board wiring 
diagrams and schematic can be found in Appendix A. The first issue with the board was with 
the analog voltage regulator. An attempt to mirror the analog voltage regulator on the board 
schematic resulted in the input and output pins for this regulator being swapped, meaning the 
supply voltage for the board was being placed on the output pin of the regulator. This caused 
an unregulated analog voltage to be passed to the microcontroller and analog sensors, which, 
thankfully, did not damage any components. To resolve the issue, the analog voltage 
regulator was unsoldered from the board and re-soldered in the proper orientation. The 
ground pin of the regulator was connected to the board ground using a jumper wire. 
 
Due to a misreading of the microcontroller datasheet, some of the pins on the in-circuit serial 
programming (ISP) header were connected to incorrect pins on the microcontroller. Initially, 
the MISO (master-in-slave-out) and MOSI (master-out-slave-in) pins on the ISP header were 
connected to the MISO and MISI pins of the microcontroller, which was correct for all 
ATMega microcontrollers without 64 pins. This was not correct, however, for the 64 pin 
ATMega1281, which required the MISO and MOSI lines on the programmer to be connected 
to the PDO and PDI (program and debug interface) pins of the microcontroller. To resolve 
this issue on the board, the MISO and MOSI traces were cut and the traces still connected to 
the header were then spliced onto the PDO and PDI traces. 
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Lastly, it was discovered that the microcontroller would not program. Using an oscilloscope, 
the ISP pins were observed while the programmer attempted to communicate with the 
microcontroller. It was seen that while the reset and serial clock lines were performing as 
expected, the MISO and MOSI lines of the programmer incorrectly remained at logic low 
while the programming attempt was made. It was suggested that the FT232RL USB to serial 
interface chip, also connected to the MISO and MOSI lines of the programmer, were causing 
the issue. Therefore, the traces between the FT232RL and the microcontroller were cut. 
Although this resolved the programming issue, it still prevented the debugging interface from 
operating. As a solution, a pair of switches were spliced between the FT232RL and the 
microcontroller to allow for both programming and debugging to occur. 
 
 
Figure 15: Final circuit board layout after circuitry issues were resolved 
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Pressure Sensor Testing 
The differential pressure measured by the pressure sensors were calculated in kilopascals 
using the transfer function provided in the sensor datasheet
[18]
.  The measured differential 
pressure was subtracted from atmospheric pressure and an offset value was added or 
subtracted from the pressure measurement so that the sensors output atmospheric pressure 
when there was no active suction. These calculations can be found in Appendix F.  
 
Upon testing the system with the calibrated sensors, the steady state pressure outputs for all 
eight pressure sensors were stable at atmospheric pressures of around 101.3 – 101.4 
kilopascals. However, when the circuit board was powered up and initialized and data 
acquisition was started, pressure sensor 5 did not initially start off at atmospheric pressure. 
Instead, the output from sensor 5 started around 106 kilopascals and slowly decreased back 
down to atmospheric pressure over a period of about a minute and a half, as seen in Figure 
16. It appeared as if the sensor 5 pin on the multiplexer experienced some sort of voltage 
charge upon circuit board startup and then slowly discharged back to the voltage 
corresponding to the atmospheric pressure output. The reason as to why this voltage charge 
occurred for this sensor was because the unused pins on the sensor were touching one 
another, causing an undesired 5 Volt contact. The root of this issue was based around how 
the sensors were connected to the board and how the unused pins were not insulated or 
isolated, so the problem was quickly fixed. However, it was still directed that the system be 
given time to reach steady state prior to beginning data acquisition. Otherwise, the pressure 
sensors effectively measured drops in pressure to the vacuum port of the sensor and returned 




Figure 16: Pressure sensor output readings demonstrating sensor 5 voltage discharge and 
settling behavior upon circuit board start up 
 
Proximity Sensor Testing 
The accuracy, range, and repeatability of the proximity sensors were tested and analyzed in 
order to determine if basic collision avoidance could effectively be added using these sensors 
to provide additional measures of safety and precaution during the robot's operation. 
Malheiros et al.
[26]
 detailed the testing and results of several experiments performed on the 
Sharp proximity sensor. The predicted results for the output of these proximity sensors were 
mainly based on the voltage versus distance regression models found from these 
experiments. The performance of these sensors was tested in a variety of different ways and a 
non-linear regression model for the output voltage as a function of the object distance was 
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derived from the experimental data. The results of this project’s testing were also compared 
to the predicted sensor output behavior provided in the sensor datasheet
[19]
. The test plan, 
results, equations, and detailed analysis for this testing can be found in Appendix F. 
 
The data obtained from the repeatability test was directly compared to the theoretical and 
datasheet models. As seen in Figure 17, the left and right sensor results followed very similar 
trends, yet were slightly offset from one another, with the left sensor consistently producing 
higher results. The theoretical model most closely matched the behavior of the left sensor, 
while still being between the left and right sensor outputs. The datasheet model closely 
followed the theoretical model trend down until around 10 centimeters, under which the 
datasheet model predicted a peak in the sensor output that was not tested for either sensor 
because only the specified measurement range of 10 – 80 centimeters was tested. 
 
 
Figure 17: Left and right sensor output results from repeatability test compared directly to 

































Overall, due to the sensors' relatively large sensitivity to object size, object orientation, and 
sensor orientation, as detailed in Appendix F, the sensors have been deemed less than ideal 
for use on the robot. The findings also significantly aided in the decision as to where on the 
robot the sensors would be placed in order to most effectively execute collision avoidance. 
Originally, it was desired to place one proximity sensor on both the front and back to the 
robot in order to detect possible objects in the way for forward and reverse motion. However, 
the analysis performed for this project demonstrated that one sensor may not be able to 
reliably detect any object that the robot may collide with, mainly due to the field of view 
restrictions on the emitter side of the sensor and the object limitations. For this reason, it was 
decided to place both of the proximity sensors on the front of the robot, with the receivers on 
the outside edges, in order to widen the overall field of view in front of the robot. 
Unfortunately, this took away any collision avoidance capabilities behind the robot during 
reverse motions. If this new configuration proved to be successful, however, it may be 
desired to either purchase two more of these sensors to place on the back of the robot to 
reinstate the collision avoidance for reverse motions or to seek other solutions to achieving 
reliable collision avoidance. 
 
Bluetooth Testing 
The Bluetooth module functionality for this project was very crucial to ensuring effective 
data transmission between the microcontroller and the graphical user interface. Essentially, in 
order to test the operation Bluetooth module, the Bluetooth module just needed to be used 
with a serial terminal prior to integrating it with the interface. The module was able to send 
and receive serial data and commands at a rate of 0.1 seconds with ease and no errors. 
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Graphical User Interface Testing 
Once the graphical user interface was developed in MATLAB, all of the buttons were tested 
first. When a button was pressed, MATLAB was set to send a serial command to the 
Bluetooth module, which initiated various functionalities of the circuit board, including 
powering and braking the motors. Next, the Bluetooth connectivity functionalities were 
tested by ensuring that the “Connect to Robot” and “Reset Connection” buttons worked 
properly. Occasionally, MATLAB would have issues connecting to the Bluetooth module 
and would not start up the rest of the interface. In order to remedy this, the Bluetooth 
connection with the computer was terminated and refreshed, then the buttons were 
functional. The pressure sensor reading plot was tested as well. One issue arose from time to 
time when data was collected, the plot was reset, and the data acquisition was started again. 
When the second data collection was started, the plot would plot previously collected data 
overlapped with the currently collected data. However, by updating the means by which the 
GUI cleared and collected data, the problem was resolved. The updating of the current robot 
speed value worked effectively. Also, the path tracker plot worked well and plotted the 
robot’s current and previous positions on a coordinate plane. The path tracker appeared to 
accurately extrapolate the motions that the motors would have created for the robot, but 
additional testing still needed to be done in order to prove the accuracy of this position 
tracking. The distance outputs of the two proximity sensors were calculated using the 
theoretical proximity sensor model within the software, then collected and displayed by the 
interface. All of the data that was collected and transmitted to the MATLAB graphical user 
interface was continuously stored and exported to the MATLAB workspace when data 
collection was completed. This allowed for additional post-processing to occur as desired. 
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V.   CONCLUSION 
 
Improvements 
Overall, the development of this electronic system was quite successful. The robot was fully 
functional and could be easily controlled using the graphical user interface. Additionally, the 
robot position, speed, pressure values, and object proximity data were effectively and 
accurately updated within the interface so that the user was able to monitor the current status 
of the robot’s various subsystems. However, several things could be done to improve the 
overall performance of the system. Primarily, a more robust collision avoidance system 
should be implemented. Although the proximity sensors provide accurate object proximity 
measurements, the non-linearity of the sensor output introduced error into the calculation. 
One improvement that could be made to the graphical user interface system would be to 
speed up the reading of the serial data from the Bluetooth module. The “query” function was 
used to send the module a command to send the data to the interface and then read the data as 
text. However, this function requires around 0.2 seconds to run, thus limiting the data 
acquisition sampling period to 0.2 seconds. The internal MATLAB timer was used to obtain 
data every time the period time elapsed, but the timer was able to run a period as fast as 0.01 
seconds. This faster period would be preferred in order to sample the pressure sensor data 
more quickly and enable the user to see the true behavior and status of the vacuum pressure 
system. The circuit board could also be reprinted and soldered to incorporate the board 
revisions. Lastly, a rate gyro sensor could be implemented to directly measure the angular 
position and velocities associated with the skid turning, replacing the indirect calculation of 




The electronics, software, and graphical user control interface could absolutely be further 
developed in the future to integrate additional functionalities into the system. In order to do 
so, additions may need to be made to the circuit board, most likely requiring the reprinting of 
the circuit board. The code would also need to be altered to accommodate any changes to the 
robot system, which could be easily accomplished by referencing the programming operation 
manual included in Appendix H.  
 
Testing should still be done on the gearmotors once the system can be tested using the 
vacuum adhesion system. The motor power and torque behaviors need to be characterized 
and correlated to the motor power setting values set within the software. The motor testing 
would be crucial to verifying that the selected gearmotors are actually capable of providing 
the power necessary to drive the robot along a wall using the vacuum adhesion system. 
 
Testing should also be done on the encoders to verify the accuracy of the encoder readings 
and calculations with the effects of slip in the treads. Theoretically, for an accurate encoder 
pulse, the calculated robot position and speed would be accurate. However, the calculation 
for the position did not factor in the effects of tread slip during operation, especially during a 
skid steer turn. Also, the speed calculation was dependent on the timing of each run through 
my_encoder_task, since the change in position calculated from one run to the next was 
divided by the designated run time of 0.1 seconds. This potential for position and speed 
errors necessitates the testing of the encoders during operation. The test plan and calculations 
to be used can be seen in Appendix F.  
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Solenoids could possibly also be added to the vacuum system in order to control the pressure 
distributions to each of the manifold sections. Continuous solenoids would be ideal, since an 
open/close solenoid would potentially cause the robot to entirely lose suction and fall off of 
the wall with inadequate timing control. However, to integrate solenoids to control the 
vacuum pressure within the manifold sections, a control system would need to be developed. 
 
Work was previously done to upgrade the robot to being more autonomous. Mainly, a PID 
control system to be developed within the software was investigated to determine how to 
implement accurate autonomous positioning and speed control. These capabilities would 
allow the robot to accept a command for a destination position and desired speed and 
autonomously travel to that position at that speed using feedback from the encoders and 
motors. A basic motor model was created within Simulink, found in Appendix J, to observe 
the motor response to various combinations of PID control parameters. A controller model 
within could easily be implemented into the existing MATLAB interface code to obtain 
information regarding motor status and send commands to the microcontroller accordingly. 
 
Lastly, ADAMS/Machinery software was also used, shown in Appendix I, in hopes of 
determining the behavior of the basic frame and shaft assemblies of the robot mechanical 
hardware as various motor controller models operate at various speeds and powers. The 
motor curves for any motor can be quickly input into the ADAMS/Machinery motor model 
in order to later analyze the motor behavior on the robot drive shafts and frame. The portion 
of this work that was already accomplished worked to verify that the motor and bearing 
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A.   CIRCUIT BOARD WIRING DIAGRAMS AND SCHEMATICS 
 
 
Figure 18: Manufactured circuit board wiring schematic for microcontroller, pressure sensor 










Figure 19: Manufactured circuit board wiring schematic for motor drivers and FT232RL 


















Figure 21: Revised circuit board wiring schematic for microcontroller, pressure sensor array, 
board power system, multiplexer, Bluetooth module, and in-circuit serial programming 











Figure 22: Revised circuit board wiring schematic showing circuitry with corrections based 











Figure 23: Revised circuit board schematic showing overall board layout and trace 





Table 9: Detailed pin information for ATMega1281 microcontroller on circuit board 
Signal Pin # Pin Name Function 
RST 20 RESET Resets Microcontroller 
XTAL2 23 XTAL2 Clock Input 
XTAL1 24 XTAL1 Clock Output 
AVCC 62/64 AREF/ACC Analog Reference and Supply Voltage 
GND 63 AGND Analog Ground 
VCC 21/52 VCC Digital Reference and Supply Voltage 
GND 22/53 GND Digital Ground 
S3 48 PA3 MUX Channel Select Pin 3 
S2 49 PA2 MUX Channel Select Pin 2 
S1 50 PA1 MUX Channel Select Pin 1 
S0 51 PA0 MUX Channel Select Pin 0 
PWM_M1 15 PB5 Motor A PWM Output 
PWM_M2 14 PB4 Motor B PWM Output 
SCK 11 PB1 Programming Clock Line 
INA_M1 42 PC7 Motor A Power Line 1 
INB_M1 41 PC6 Motor A Power Line 2 
EN_M1 40 PC5 Motor A Enable 
INA_M2 39 PC4 Motor B Power Line 1 
INB_M2 38 PC3 Motor B Power Line 2 
EN_M2 37 PC2 Motor B Enable 
CTS-1 30 PD5 Bluetooth Clear to Send 
RTS 29 PD4 Bluetooth Request to Send 
RXDBLU 28 PD3 Data Input to Bluetooth 
TXDBLU 27 PD2 Data Output from Bluetooth 
ENC_A1 26 PD1 Motor A Encoder Interrupt Input 
ENC_A2 9 PE7 Motor B Encoder Interrupt Input 
TXDMCU 3 PE1 Data Input to Programmer 
RXDMCU 2 PE0 Data Output to Programmer 
COM 54 PF7 MUX Common Output 
CS_M2 55 PF6 Motor B Current Sense 
CS_M1 56 PF5 Motor A Current Sense 
ADC3 58 PF3 Pressure Sensor 4 Reading Input 
ADC2 59 PF2 Pressure Sensor 3 Reading Input 
ADC1 60 PF1 Pressure Sensor 2 Reading Input 





































p*ppppprpp pppp pppppprp ppppprrprprp pp ppppp rpppppp pprprppprppprprpprpp  ppppppr p








p*ppppppppsssses2ss2ps  p2ppppppppppprpppppppppppr pppppppppppprppprsppprrppppppppppp
p*ppppppppssssss2ss2ps  prprpppprpp prppprrppprppppppapprpppprpprprpppppp rprpp
p*pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppprppprpprpppprpppppppppprrprppppppprppppppp ppppppppppp
p*ppppppppsssses2ss2ps  peppp rs2p2rpppprppppppprppppprpprprpppppprrpppppprpprrppp








p* p2prppppprpppapp rprp prprppprpppppppprppprppppppppppr





p*pppprrprppppppprpppp pprrpp2ss2pp ps p prrpp ppprpppppprprprprpppprpprprrpppr rp
p*pppp rppppprpppprp papprpppp2ppappppppprprpppppprrppppppppprrppppp  pprpppprprrp
p*ppppprppppppppppprpprppppppp**
**ppppr a2p2ser r tpa2p  s a t p2 pr tp s   ar rp sr t 2pr  p s r a2rrs 2p r2pa2 p
p*ppppr  pr  pt   t22ps par rat p r  r rat2 pa  rr a r p2rrp srprarart prs pr tp
p*ppppar rat p r  r rat2pseprt   r rr2arar pr  pear t22pes prp r ra rrr p r  s2tp
p*ppppr tp a2 rrart ppa p spt t rp2 rrrpr tp s   ar rps  t ps p s r a2rrs 2p2tp
p*pppprar2rtpes pr  p a t r pa  a t r pa  a t rrr p2 t arr pt tr rr   ps p s 2t-rt s
p*pppprarrp rrrrt2p a  rr a r p2rrp srprarart prs p  s r trt rpsep2r22rarrrtprss 2p
p*pppps p2t  a t2 prs22psepr2t p rrr ps p  sear2 ps p2r2a t22pa rt  r ras  p s t t p
p*pppp rr2t pr  ps pr  pr ts  pseprar2arar  p  tr t pa p s r r r p2r a rprar2arar  p
p*pppps prs rp a  rr a rp trrart  tps psr t  a2t pr a2a rpa pr  p r psrrpsepr tpr2tp
p*ppppsepr a2p2ser r t pt t paepr  a2t psepr tp s22a2arar psep2r  p rrrrtpp**
***************************************************************************************
 pppprrpp rprppppr ppppppppppppppppppppppppp **p ppppp ppprpppppppppprpppppa*sp
prppppppr
 pppprrpp pap*pppr **p ppppa*sppppp2e sr
 pppprrpp pap*rrppr **p ppprrprppppppprpprpp
 pppprrpp rpppprpr ppppp **perpppppprppppp prpppprprpprpppr
 pppprrpp eppp rs2pr ppppppp **p ppppp prpprpppppppeppp rs2
 pppprrpp pprspr pppppppppp **p pprpppppppeppp rs2ppprspprppppppr




 pppprrpp ppprpppppr ppppppppppppppp **p pprpppppppppspprpppprppprprrpr
 pppprrpp pr2s2ppppr ppppppppppppppppppp **prtese*es.ppppppp ppppprppppppppppp
 pppprrpp ppppprpppppr ppppppppppppppppppppp **p pprrppppppppppppppppppppprpppprpppppp
 pppprrpp pppppprspr ppppppppppppppppppppppp **p pprpppppprpppppppppppeppp rs2ppprsr
 pppprrpp ppppppapp rprppr p **p pppppppppppeppp rs2pprpppppppp rprpr
 pppprrpp pppp rprppr pppppppppp **p pprpppppprpppppppppppeppp rs2p rprpr
 pppprrpp pppprrppprprppppr pppppppp **p pprpppppppprppprsrpppprrppprprppp
 pppprrpp pprsprrpppr pppppppppppppppppp **p pprppppppprrppppppppppppppprs
 pppprrpp p ppppppppprspr **pappprrpprppppprprspprppppppr
 pppprrpp p ppppprppppprspr **pappprrpptppprppppprspprppppppr
 pppprrpp rrppprpr ppppppppppppppppp **prpppppp spapppps p rprpprppppppppppr
 pppprrpp pprsprpprpppr **pappprrpp2pprppppprspprppppppr
**p pppppppprpp rprprprrpprppppprrprpp ppprsrpppppppprppppppprpprpppprppprppprppppp
**ptpprp rprppprrpppprppppprpppppprpspappppspppppprpprpppppppprrpprprpppppppppprp
**pp ppapp ppprspprpppppprrpppprrppprppp rprppprrppppppppppppppppp rprprppappppp
**pprpprppppppppappppppppprp rprppprpspppp rprp p pp pppppp rp p s prrppppsp ppsp
**pprpprppp pppppprpppppppprpp rprpppprpsrp pspprpprppprpppppppppppprp pppppppprs
**prpppp pp ppr prrpprpprpp rprpppppprpprp
***prrprpprppppppppp rprp prprppprprppppppppppprpppppprppprpppprpprrpppppppppppppprp




ppppppapp rprp* pppppprppp rprp;
ppppppapp rprp* pprppppprprppp rprp;
**p2rppprprppppappppppprprrprppppppr
rrppprprppp<rppp2pp** pppprpr; **prppppprppprpp pppsp ppprpp 
rrppprprppp<rppp2pp** pppprp2; **prppppp2ppprpp pppsp ppprpp 
rrppprprppp<rppp2pp** ppppppp; **prppppprppppppppp s*rpppp2*2 
rrppprprppp<rppp2pp** ppppappppp; **p rppppppppppppppapppppp s:p2pppprrp p
s:p papprp p2:prppp ps:p prrp 






rrppprprppp<rprppp** pppppapppp ; **prppppp2ppprppppp
rrppprprppp<rprppp** ppappprppppp; **p rppppppappprppppp
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pp ppprppppp; **p rpppppp ppprppppp
rrppprprppp<rprppp** ppprppp; **prprrpppppprpppppprrppprpprpp
rrppprprppp<rprppp** ppprppppppa; **prprrpppppprpppppprrppprpprpp
rrppprprppp<ppps2pp** pppppppppprppr; **p rpppppppppppprppprpp
rrppprprppp<ppps2pp** pppppppppprpp2; **p rpppppppppppp2ppprpp
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pppppppprppprr; **p rpppppppppppprprpppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pppppppprpppr2; **p rpppppppppppp2prpppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpppr; **p rpppppppppppprpppr








rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpprpps; **p pprrrppprpprpppspppprppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpprpp2; **p pprrrppprpprppp2pppprppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpprpps; **p pprrrppprpprpppspppprppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpprppe; **p pprrrppprpprpppepppprppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpprppe; **p pprrrppprpprpppepppprppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpprpp6; **p pprrrppprpprppp6pppprppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpprpp.; **p pprrrppprpprppp.pppprppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpprpp2; **p pprrrppprpprppp2pppprppr
rrppprprppp<rprppp** pprpprpps; **p ppapppp prpprpppspapppprppppprppr











r r2 = s; **p prpprpprppr rprppprrppprprppp
rrpprprpppp (); **p prppppprppprrprpppppp
**p pppppprrppprprppppapppppppr
pppprpr = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **prppppprppprpp pppprrppp ppppsp ppprpp 
pppprp2 = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **prppppp2ppprpp pppprrppp ppppsp ppprpp 
ppppppp = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **prppppprppppppppp s*rpppp2*2 
ppppappppp = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **p rppppppppppppppappppp
pppprppr = www rrppprprppp<ppps2pp*; **ptppprppprppppppprppppprpp
pppprpp2 = www rrppprprppp<ppps2pp*; **ptppprppp2ppppppprppppprpp
pppprpppppr = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **prppppprppprppppp
pppprppppp2 = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **prppppp2ppprppppp
pppprppppp = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **prppppp2ppprppppp
pppppapppp = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **prppppp2ppprppppp
ppappprppppp = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p rppppppappprppppp
pp ppprppppp = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p rpppppp ppprppppp
ppprppp = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **prprrpppppprpppppprrppprpprpp
ppprppppppa = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **prprrpppppprpppppprrppprpprpp
pp ppppprppppppppr = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **pgpppppppppppprppprpppppppppr
pppppppppprppr = www rrppprprppp<ppps2pp*; **p prppprppppppprppprpp
pppppppppprpp2 = www rrppprprppp<ppps2pp*; **p prppprppppppp2ppprpp
pppppppprppprr = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p prppprppppppprprpppr
pppppppprpppr2 = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p prppprppppppp2prpppr
pprpppr = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p rpppppppppppprpppr
ppppapprpprppppppppppppr = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*;**p papprpppppppprppppppppppppr
pppppppprpppprppppppr = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **pappppprpppppppppprppppppr
pprppppprpppprppppppr = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **p ppppprpppppppppprppppppr
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
ppprpppppppppppr = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **prrpppppppppppr
ppprppppprrpppppr = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **prrppppprrpppppr
pprpppprrpppppr = www rrppprprppp<rppp2pp*; **prpprpppprrpppppr
pprpprpps = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p pprrrppprpprpppspppprppr
pprpprpp2 = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p pprrrppprpprppp2pppprppr
pprpprpps = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p pprrrppprpprpppspppprppr
pprpprppe = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p pprrrppprpprpppepppprppr
pprpprppe = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p pprrrppprpprpppepppprppr
pprpprpp6 = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p pprrrppprpprppp6pppprppr
pprpprpp. = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p pprrrppprpprppp.pppprppr
pprpprpp2 = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p pprrrppprpprppp2pppprppr
pprpprpps = www rrppprprppp<rprppp*; **p ppapppp prpprpppspapppprppppprppr





**pprpppprsprprprrpppprprpppppprppppprpp pprppprppppppparprs2pppp2prprrppp  p
**pr2s2*prpppppppp;ppprppr2s2p s6ss ps  
***rpppppppp  pppprppp  p r2p   pppp pppppprp pppppsp2pppppprp pprppp  p  ppprp 
pr2s2* pprppppprprppppppp = www pr2s2 (s6ss, s);
***pprppppprprpppppppp  pppprppp  p r2p   pppp pppppprp pppppsp2prppppprppppp  p  ppprp 
**p ppppppprpp rprprppprppprppprrppprprpppppppprprpppp
**pppppprppp rprpp;ppprpppppppapp rprpp s2 prppppppp pss  
pprppppprprppp rprp = www ppppppapp rprp (s2, pprppppprprppppppp, ss);
**prrpprrpppppppppppppprpppppprpppppppp pp pppppprpppprprppprpprpprprpppprrap
www pprsprrpp ( rrppapppppppp , pprspppppppp (s), 26s, pprppppprprppppppp);
**p pppppppppprsprrpprpppprrpprppr* ppprprpprppprpppp
www pprsprpprpp ( 2pprpp , pprspppppppp (2), 22s, pprppppprprppppppp);
**p ppppprppppprspprpppppppppprpprppppppprp
www p ppppppppprs ( rppppr , pprspppppppp (2), 22s, pprppppprprppppppp);
**p ppppprppppprspprpppppprrppprprpppprpprpprpppppprppp
www p ppppprppppprs ( tppprppr , pprspppppppp (2), 22s, pprppppprprppppppp);
**p ppppprppppprspppppppprpprpprpprpprppprpppp










h*hhhhaa  aahahahaaha  haahhahhahhahahhh hhhh hh  ha h a aah ha haahh
h*
h*hh h:hhhaah:
h*hhhhhhhhssassasssshs  hshh hahhhhhhhhshhhhhaahahhhhhah aahahhahaahshahhasahahhah
h*hhhhhhhhssaseasssshs  he hhahhaaah ahah hhhhhhhhehaahhhahhhhahhahhah hahhhh hhahaah
h*hhhhhhhhssassasssshs  h hah hahshahshahh ha hhhaahahhhaahhhhhhahahahhhhhhhhaahh
h*hhhhhhhhssassasssyhyyyhyaahahhhhhhah:hhhh hhhhhahhhaaaahhhahhhhha aahhaaaahaahhhay
h*hhhhhhhhssassasssyhsyahyaahahhhhhhah:hhhh hhhhhahhhhaaaahhaaaahhhhaahahhhahahha hh:hhhh hhh
h*hhhhhhhhssassasssyhsyahyaahahhhhhhah:hhhh hhhhhahh hhhhahhhhhahahhehhh:hhhha h aaahhahhhaahaah
hhh e
h*h hhaahhaahhhhha *ahahhhhha h aaahh ashhhhhh h
h*h hhhhseassasssehsyahg ahahahaa  haahhhaahhah haaha 
h* hhhhseassasssehsyah h a:hahye hhhhhhah:hhhh hhhhhahhahahhaahhha ah:hhahh
h*h
h*hhshahahh:
h*hhhhahhhhhhhhhhhhaa yhh hahssssh yhs h ha hhyhhaahhhhhhhhahaaahhhahhhshhhhhh  gh
h*hhhhea hhahshahahheh:hhhhaahshhyahhaahaahahhahhhaaahahaahhhahhhaahyeh aahhahhahh
h*hhhhhhhaaahhh hahahahhhhaahh**
**hhhha yehes a y  hyehe s y   hy ha  h se  y  ah ss   ehy  h s a yygas eh yehye h
h*hhhhy  hy  h  e  eehs hy esy  h y  y ay eehy  sg y  ehygah sahsy ya  haseha  h
h*hhhhy esy  h y  y ay ehs h     y ayyysya hy  h ya  eeh s hyhey ay gsy heg ese h
h*hhhhy  h ye syy   hhy h sh    ahe yssha  h se  y  ahs    hs h s a yygas ehy h
h*hhhhsyyys h s hy  h y   aehy  y   aehy  y   aysehee  yyseh    esy  ehs h s e -g  a
h*hhhhayysh y y  eh y  sg y  ehygah sahsy ya  hasehe s g     ahs hegyeayaga h ss eh
h*hhhhs he   y  e hsseehs hge eh yayehs he s yae hs hygey  eehy a   geays  h s     h
h*hhhh yge  hy  hs hy  ha  s  hs hsyyyysya eh   a   hy h s a y aehea y ahsyyyysya eh
h*hhhhs has ah y  sg y  h   sy     hs hsa    ye  hy yey  hy hy  h y hsgahs ha  hge h
h*hhhhs ha yehes a y  eh    hy hy  ye  hs ha  heseeyyysya hs heg  h y y  hh**
***************************************************************************************
_hhaahhh_e y  e_ _ **hahhhhahhhahh hh:haahhahhhhhhhhhhhhhha h hha h
_ahhhahh_e y  e_ _ **hhaahaahah ahah hhhah hhhhahhhha  hhhhh
****************************************************************************************
**h aahhah:hhyahahhhhhhaahaaehshhahahhhhh:hhhh hhhhhaahhaaaahaahhahhahhhhhahhahhahhhh
**h ahhhahhhhhahasa hahhahhhhhhhhhhahahhhahahhhaaahhhahaah ha haahh hahhahhahhhhhhah h
**hshhhhhhhah hhahahhhhahhahaahyhaaahehshahaaahahhhahysahahehaahhaeehhahaahhha  hhhhh
**hhhhshhhhhhh hha hahahhhhahhaahhahhhhhhh
**hahhhhhaahahhhhhhashhahhahhaahhhaahahhhhaahhhhaahahhhahhhhhaahhhhahhahhahhahhahh hhyh
haahha hha_ahaa_aahah*  hhaa_hhh_aahah;
haahha hha_ahaa_aahah*  hahaaaah_hhh_aahah;
**hahhhhh:hhhh hhhhshhhhhaahahaahhhhhhhahahh hashhahahhhahhahh
**hahhyhahah hhahhah yhhayhhhhhhahhahahahhhhh hhhhhhhh h
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _ aahy; **h aaahhyh aahh  hhaheh ashh 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _ aahy; **h aaahhyh aahh  hhaheh ashh 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _ aaah; **h aaahhhhhhaahah shahhshahh aah 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _ a:h haa; **h ahhhaahha aah a:h haa
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _shha ahhahaahhh ; **hghhah ahhahaahhaahhhhahhaaaaahhhh 
---
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh MhhhhhMhMhhhhhMMhMMhMhhMhMMhMh
haahha hhhhha_ahah<haass_a**  _aaaaay; **h aaaahhhhahh aaahhyhhaahhha ahaaaaa
haahha hhhhha_ahah<haass_a**  _aaaaay; **h aaaahhhhahh aaahhyhhaahhha ahaaaaa
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _ ahhahaay; **h aaaahhhhahh aaahhyhhaahhha ahaaaaa
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _ ahhahaay; **h aaaahhhhahh aaahhyhhaahhha ahaaaaa
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _ ahhahaa; **h aaaahhhhahh aaahhyhhaahhha ahaaaaa
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _ haah hay; **h aaaahhhhahh aaahhyhhaahhha ahaaaaa
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _a_ ahhahaa; **h ahhhaahah ahhahaa
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _y_ ahhahaa; **h ahhhaahyh ahhahaa
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _ahhah_ ha; **hya ahhhh ahhahaahaahha haaha
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _ahhah; **hya ahhhh ahhahaahaahha haaha
haahha hhhhha_ahah<haass_a**  _ aaah_ ashhy; **h ahhhaah aaahhyh ashh
haahha hhhhha_ahah<haass_a**  _ aaah_ ashhy; **h ahhhaah aaahhyh ashh
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _ aaah_h hhay; **h ahhhaah aaahhyhh hha
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _ aaah_h hhay; **h ahhhaah aaahhyhh hha
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _h hha; **h ahhhaahha aahh hha
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _hh:hhhh_ahhhaahaa_hhh ; **h h:hhhhh aaahhahhhaahaahhhh 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _haahhhhh_ ashh_hhh ; **hyaahhhhhh aaahh ashhhhhh 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _ahahhhhh_ ashh_hhh ; **h hahhhhhh aaahh ashhhhhh 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _aaha_hhha_hhh ; **h hahhhhhh aaahh ashhhhhh 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _aaha_hh ha_hhh ; **h hahhhhhh aaahh ashhhhhh 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<ahaat_a**  _hahhh ha_hhh ; **h hahhhhhh aaahh ashhhhhh 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahahs; **hehhhhahhhhhahahhshhhhaha 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahahs; **hehhhhahhhhhahahhshhhhaha 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahahs; **hehhhhahhhhhahahhshhhhaha 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahahy; **hehhhhahhhhhahahhyhhhhaha 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahahe; **hehhhhahhhhhahahhehhhhaha 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahah6; **hehhhhahhhhhahahh6hhhhaha 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahah7; **hehhhhahhhhhahahh7hhhhaha 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahaht; **hehhhhahhhhhahahhthhhhaha 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahahs; **hehaah hayhhhahahhsh:ahah hhhhhaha 
haahha hhhhha_ahah<aaa hh**  _hhahahss; **hehaah hayhhhahahhsh:ahah hhhhhaha 
_haahhh**h_e y  e_ _
---
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eeeeeee MeeeeeMeMeeeeeMMeMMeMeeMeMMeMe
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt-ttttt-tttttttttttttt
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-tttttttttttltllttttt ttttttttttlttlttttttttttlt  t ttttttttttt ttt ttl t ttttttttttt




-ttttttttttteg-eg-eeegtettttt tttt ttttl ttttt-e tg-gtgttttt ttlttttt
-tttttttttttee-ee-eeertetttt  t tttttt ttttttttt ttt tttttrt ttlttt tttttttttttt tt
-tttttttttttee-eg-eeertettttttttt tltdtt tttt tttt t ttttt tt ttttttttttttttttttt t 
-tttttttttttee-ee-eeegtetttt  t tttttt lttttttttttltttttttt ttttt tttttt lt ttttttt 
-ttttttttttteg-er-eeeetettttt ttlttltt tttt tttt tt tttttt eyt lt ttttttt 
- ee-es-eeeetss tst ttt t tltttttttt 
-
-tttttt ttt  tttrt-ttttttttttttttt ttrt-ttttttttttt 
-tttttttttt  tttrt l tt t tttt ttttttt t tttt ttttt ttlt ttttgytttttt
-ttttttttttttt-gt tt ttttttttttt ttrtttttttttt ttltttttt tt tt tte tgttttt
-ttttttttttttl ttttttttttltttttttt ttltttttttttttttttttttt
-
-tttt ttt tteeeg-eeeett tetttt ttt ltt  t ttttttttttt tttttt t tttttl tttttt lttttttttt
-tttlt t tttt tttltttt tl ttt ttttttt tttttt tt tttttltgttt tttttt t tlt tttt tttttt t
-ttttt ttst  tttgdsttltttttstttt tt tt tttt tttttt t  tt ttrtttttttttrtttttttttttt 
-t tttttt tttttttt ttttttttt ttttttttt  ttttttt tttttttltttttlttt tlttt tttt  ttl t t
-tt t ttttttttttt ttttttttttttttt ttt tttttt ttttttt ttt tttttttt t ltttt ttttt tttl tlt
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-t  ttttttttttt tttttttttt tl ttttltt tttttl lttt tt ttttttt  tt tttttttt ttttt  lt
-t  ttttttt tt tltttt ttlttt tttt ltttttlttttttt  tttrtt ttl tttttttrttt tttlt
 ttgg =ttttttntttt
-ttttt tttttt tt tltttt ltttlttttlttt ttttt ttttt tttttttttttttttl tttts  ttgg  lttttt 
-tttttttttt t lt ttttttttt t ttttttttttttt t ttt tdtt t  ttttltttttttttt ttttsgsnesey
ytt = s  ttgg  ltttttt tnl ttlttttt tltttttttttlttttt ntttttntt tltttttttt ttltttt
t ntttt ttntt tltttttt tn tt ttlttt
-tttttttttt lttt ttttt ttttsttttt..lt  t ttlttttt  tlt tttttttlt tttt tttttttttttttl
-ttttttltttttttegtt..t tlt ttttttttt tttt tt tegeeeeeesslt
tntts =tegeeeeeess
-t  t tttt t tttttl t tttt  ttt tttt ttltttttttt t ttttt t  tttttttttl t ltytrtttttttt
-ttttttttt ttttt tt tttttttttttttt ttttttttttrtttttlttttttt ttlttttttttttt ttttttttl
-t-tygtgtsntgssgttttttttttttttttttt ttlttttttt ttlt ttt tttttt trttt
-t-t ttdyg gedn tttgtttttttttttttttt ttttttttt ttttttttttt tttttt tttttt trttt
-t-t tynnttetgsgttttttttttt ttttttttttttttttttt ltttttttttt t tttttttt t ttttttttttlt
-t-tsygn.gsntsttyttttttgtttl tttltttttt tttttttttttttt tl-tttttttt tttttt t ltt 
e .gty =t-tygtgtsntgssg
-tgttt tttt tt-t tynnyg stntdtnseettt t ttttttt tttgeeslttttt eyttt t tttt  t t tttttt
-ttt lttt tttttttrt ttttt t  t ttlt  ttt ttttt  ltet tt t tttt t ttl ttttt ttttrt ttt
-tttttt t tttttt ttlt  t  tt tt tttttt ttl tttttttt tt tt t t ltttl
e .gtytl=
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-tet ttttt t ttl t ttttttlttttttttt tttttttttttltt ttttttttrttttttttttttttttttttltt ttt
-t-tyteetnsettttttttttt ttt tt ttttteeseettt ttt ttrtttttt tttlttttttt tty ttttettttt 
-t-ttgeesnsetttntesttttytt tltttt ttt ttrttttttttt ttgeesttttt t tt tettttttt ttrtt
-t-ttgeesnsetttntegttttytt tltttt ttt ttrttttttttt ttgeesttttt t tt tettttttt ttrtt 
-t-ttgeesnstgttsettttttytt tltttt ttt ttrtttttttt ttttsstee-ttttttttttt tttt 
-t-ttesdttdnsetttttttttytt tltttt ttttt ttt ttt tltttttttttttt ttdttttt 
e .gtytl=t-tyteetnsettt
-t  t t ttttttt tl t ttttt tt ttt ttt ttttttttttttttttttttttt ttttttt tttttttttt tt
-tt  tttttttt-ttttttttttttttttt-   tttt gyt ttttttttttttl ttttytgttttttttttttttttt
-tttttttttttt-tytttttttttsysttttttttttte tg-gtgttttgttttttttttttg  ttttettttl




tteg =tl tttt 
-t  t tt ttttt t ttttt tt tttttt tttt  tt tt tt t tttt ttt trttttt ttttttttt lt
-tttet tt ttttt.t  .ttttttttttttttttttttttttettttttt t  ttttl trltttttttettttsttlll
-tetet tt ttttt.ttttttt.tttttt ttttttttttt lt tt ttttettttl trltt yetttttl t- tttttt
-ttttttt lt tt ttttettttl trltt sysettttttttt t t ttttttttttt lt tt tl trltrttttt
-tstet tt ttttt.ttttttt tt.ttt ttsysl ttttttttttttttttttt t tttt ttttttt ttttt
-t  ttl tttt tttttttttttt tt t ttttt tttttttt ttttttttttttdtttt t tttsystt tttttttt
ttet =tl trlttttttte
etet =tl trltt syse
stet =tl trltt syse
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-t  t t ttttttt ttttttt tt ttt ttttttttsdtltttttttttttttttttttttt tlttttttt  ttlt ttt  










----------------tgt ttttt tt tltttt ttl tttt ttlttttt ttttttt ttttt ttttt--------------
-t  t tt tt ttttttttttt tttttttt tttttt  tt t tttt tt tttttttttt tt  tt t t ttttt
-tttttttt ttttttttttt tt tltttttttt ttttt tttttttt t lt ttttttttt 
sgsndttg =ttteeslt
-ttttt ttttt ttttttttt tttt  tt t tltttttttt t eltttttelt ttt t tt tt t l  tttttt t
-ttttttt ttttttttt
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-tgttt t t tttttttt tttlttt tttttt ttttttl ttt tt tttttttrtttttttttt tttttt  ttt  tt t
-tt t tttttttttt lttttt ltdt tt ttt tttttttttttt ttttttttt  t ttttt t ttttttt tttt t lt
-tt tttteert tttltttttttgeesttttt t tt te tgttttttt 




-tt tttteert tttltttttttttt-ttttttttttttttttttt t tt te tgt t tttt 




-tt tttt2etttttttltt ttttty tttt tt ttttttt t tt te tgt t tttt tttt trtttt tt




-tt tttt2eettttttttltt ttttty tttt tt ttttttt t tt te tgt t tttt 
-tyttt tt ttl t ttteggtttttttttt ttttl t ttttrgttttt ttt ttttl t ttteegt




-tt tttt2erttttttttltt tttttyltttttttt tttttttttt 
-tyttt tt ttl t ttteggtttttttttt ttttl t ttttrgttttt ttt ttttl t ttteegt




-tt ttttgeet ttttttt ttgeettttt  ttt ttttttttttts 




-tt ttttgeettttttttltt ttttty ttt-et tt ttttttt 
-tyttt tt ttl t ttteggtttttttttt ttttl t ttttrgttttt ttt ttttl t ttteegttte tgtett!




-tt tttteerettttttttltt ttttty tttt tt ttttttt 
-tyttt tt ttl t ttteggtttttttttt ttttl t ttttrgttttt ttt ttttl t ttteegt






-t ttttt ttttttttttt t t tt tttttt tttttttttt.ttt tttt tltettttt.ttttttttrtt ttttt
-t-eettttt tttt tttttttttt.tttt t tttt trttttttrt ttttt t ttt ttttt ttt 
-t-eettytttttttttt.ttttt dttt ttl lttt t ttttttttt ttt ttttt tttee
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-t-eettttttt t tt tttrtttttttttttt.tttttdtttttttttt ttttttttt ttttt ttt ttt t t.t
-t-e2tt ttt tttttt t tt ttttttttttt tttltttt ttttrtttttttt tt t.ttttt tttttt tttt
-t-e tt ttt ttttttttttt tt t.tt ttttltyttttttt t-eettttt tttt ttttttttt tlt  )! 
et gt =t-ee
-tttttttt t  tt tttt tttttttttrtt
tntttdgdgy =t-ttttt-ttltttt-t  t t t-tttttttt-tttt t-ttt -tltttttt-tt tt-ttt t-tttttt\
ttttttttttttt-t ttt-tttttttt-t ttttt-tttttt tt t-ttt  ttt-tttttt tt t-tltl t t\
ttttttttttttt-ttt  ttt- tttttttttt t-tttttttttt-tttlttt
tttntttdgdgy =t-ttttt-ttltttt-t  t t t-tttttttt-tttt t-ttt t-tttttt-t ttt-tttttttt\
ttttttttttttttt-ttt  ttt- tttttttttt t-tltl t 
tntstgy =t-ttgttntggtntttt-tttnttsds tntts t-ttngdsnyesttgt\
tttttttttt-t tttt -t ttt-tlt tttt -ttttttt  t-ttttt- ttlttt-t  ttt-ttlt t\
tttttttttt- t =ttlggt-tts et gt t-tttlds tts s e .gty s tntttdgdgy t\
s ttt lt tt)t-g)ts sgsntgty  
tttntstgy =t-ttgttntggtntttt-tttnttsds tntts t-ttngdsnyesttgt\
tttttttttttt-t tttt -t ttt-tlt tttt -ttttttt  t-t  ttt-ttlt t\
tttttttttttt-tts et gt t-tttl=s tts s e .gty s tttntttdgdgy t\
s ttt lt tt)t-g)ts sgsntgty  
-t  t t ttttttttttt ttttt tttttttttttttttt ttttttt tt tltttttttt ttttt ttyttttt ttt
-t ttttttttttt tttllt tltttttttt ttt tttt tltttttttt tttt tt  tttt t tltttttttt 
esey = s ttt lt tt)lttttt)lttts ttttttt)lttttts ytt   t\
s ttt lt tt)lttt)lttts ttttttt)lttts ytt   t\
s tytt:lydlt 
-t  t t ttttttttttt ttttt tttttttttttttttt ttttttt tt tltttttttt tttt lt ttttttttt 
-ttttt ttsgsntgtyttt ttt ttttttttttt tttllttttttt tt  tttt t tltttttttt 
sgsnytt = s tttttt ttntgttts sgsntgty tts  tt ttt ts tntgt lelttt  t\
s tttttt ttntgttts sgsntgty tts  tt ttt ts tntgt leltt  t\
s tttttt ttntgttts sgsntgty tts  tt ttt ts tntgt lelt  t\
s tttttt ttntgttts sgsntgty tts  tt ttt ts tntgt lely  
sgsnesey = s ttt lt tt)lttttt)lttts ttttttt)lttttts sgsnytt   t\
s ttt lt tt)ltttt)lttts ttttttt)ltttts sgsnytt   t\
s ttt lt tt)lttt)lttts ttttttt)lttts sgsnytt   t\
s sgsntytt:lydlt 
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-ttttttt tttttttttttttttttt t ttttttttltt  t ttttttttt tttrttt t  tttt ttl tttt tt t
-t tttt tt ttttt t tttt ttttt<tttttt.l tt  t ttl tttttt ttttt ttttttttttttttttttttl
ttt: s  ttgg  l tl
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t  t ttlttttttttt tttl tltttttttt t tttt tttttttttlttttt tttttt tttttt  tt tttttttt
-tl t tt t ttttttttttt tt tttttttttttttt dttttt ttttttttttt ttt tttttttt lt
s  ttgg  l tl: s  ttgg  lttt
<trt-ttt lttt- t-yts  ttgg  ltttt.ts  ttgg  lt t
<trt-tttttt t-ttlttltt-ttl tttt-ett tlts  ttgg  ltttts  ttgg  l tl
<trt- t.tts  ttgg  lttt
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t  t ttltttttttttt tt tttttttttttttt ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt lt  ttttttttt
-tt t trt tt ttttgstt ttltttttttttttt l
s  ttgg  lttt:tttttttt ts esey 
trt-tttts esey s sgsndttg t-tt-tttlds tts t-tts  ttgg  lttt
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t  t tt ttt ltt ttttttttt ttt tt t tt tttt t tttltgt  tttttl t tttttl ttt tttlt ttt
-ttttttt tttttttttltt tttttttlttttttt t t tttttttt ttttt t tt tttrttttttttttttt.ttt  l
ttt ttt:
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t ttttttt tttt t tttttttttt tttttttttttt ttt t tttt tt ttttttttttl tttt  tt trttt
-tttt t t t tttttt tttttt t--tgyttttttttte tg-gtgttt ltttttttsysl ttttttttttttt tt
tt tttt: s  ttgg  l tl
ttttt t s tteg ttt   
trt l tt-tts tts t-tts ttet  t-ttt  t-tt-gttttt ttt-sttt  t ts  ttgg  l tl
tttt ttttt t s tteg ttttttttt 
trtttttt-tt-tt-tts  ttgg  ltttt-tts etet  
tttt ttttt t s tteg ttttttttt tt 
<tt tt.gttetttdttttttttt ttt tttlttttttt t ttttttttt.
tttt ttttt t s tteg ttl tttt  
trt l tt-tts tts t-ttl tttt t-tt-stet-sttt  t ts  ttgg  l tl
tttt t
<tt tt.gttetttdtttttttttttt.ts tteg t.tttt tttttttttt.
tttt tt
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t ttttttl t  t tttt tttlttt ttttttt  tt  ttl ttttt tttttt. ttt tt .ttt tltyttt tt tt 
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-ttt ttlttttt  tt tt ttttt ttttttttttt ttttlttt ttgytttt te tgtttttttttt ttttttttttt lt
tl t :tttt ttt
ttttt t s tteg ttt   
trt l tt-tts tts t-tts ttet  t-tts tteg t-tt-gttttt ttt-sttl tt ts stsyg ttt
trt l tt-tts tts t-tts ttet  t-tts tteg t-tt-gttttt ttt-s tl tt ts .tsyg ttt
trt l tt-tts tts t-tts ttet  t-tts tteg t-tt-gttttt ttt-sttl tt ts gtsyg tt
tttt ttttt t s tteg ttttttttt 
<tt tt.gttettttl ttt ttttttttttttttttttt tttltttttte tgttttt t ttttttttt.
tttt ttttt t s tteg ttl tttt  
trt l tt-tts tts t-ttl tttt t- t-tt-gttttt ttt-sttl tt ts stsyg tt
trt l tt-tts tts t-ttl tttt t- t-tt-gttttt ttt-s tl tt ts .tsyg tt
trt l tt-tts tts t-ttl tttt t- t-tt-gttttt ttt-sttl tt ts gtsyg tt
tttt t
<tt tt.gttetttett tt  ttttsysttt t tttttttttttttttl ttt tt ttttt t ttttttttt.
tttt tt
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t tttttttt tl t  t tttt ttt  tttt tttl t ttltttttt t tt 
ttt tl t :tttt ttt
ttttt t s tteg ttt   
<tt tt.gttetttdttt tttttttttttt ttttttt ttl t t tt tt  lgyttttttt.
tttt ttttt t s tteg ttttttttt 
<trtttttt-tt-tts etet  t--ttt -tl t 
tttt ttttt t s tteg ttttttttt tt 
<tt tt.gttetttdttt tttttttttttt ttttttt ttl t trtttttttttt tt.
tttt t
<tt tt.gttetttdttttt tt trtttt ttttttt ttttttt ttl t .
tttt tt
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t ttttttt tt t ttttttt tttt tttttttttttttt ttttttttttttttt ttt tttt ttt tt
tt tt:
ttttt t s tteg ttt   
trt l tt-ttt  t-tts tts t-tts ttet  t-tts tteg t-tt-gttttt ttt\
-sttl ttttl trltltttt
tttt ttttt t s tteg ttl tttt  
trt l tt-tts tts t-ttl tttt t- t-tt-sttl ttttl trltltttt
tttt t
<tt tt.gttetttttttttt tttttt t ttt t tt ttttttttttgyttttttt.
tttt tt
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t ttttt tt t ttttl ttttl tttttttttttttt ttlttttttttttttttt tttttttttlt tttttttt tt 
-t tttt ttt tt ttttttttt tt lt ttttttttt t  tt tttttl tttgeesttttttt ttttt l
lt.edd:t tttttt tt
 tt:
< tl tttt tl tttltttt
ttt tt:
---
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< tl tttt tl ntttltttt
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t tttttttttt t ttttttt ttt ttttttttt ttttt tttt ttttttttt tttttlt tt tlttttttt tttt
-tt tttltt ttttttttt  tttttttttttttt ttttltgt  ttt ttl ttltttttttttttttttttttttttt ttt
-tttttyttttytdttttgttttttt tttt lt
ttttt:
<tt tt-tttttttttttttttttt ttttt ttt t ttltttttttttlll
<ttt-tts sgsndttg telttel tltelt tteltttte~
<tttt lt tttttts sgsntgty dt tt\
ttt-ttss lt ttleltdt\





-t ttttttttttt  t tttttltt tt tttttttt tttttttl ttttttttltttttttttt ttttttttt ttt tttt
-tttttt ttttttlltttt tt  tttt t tltttttttt ttttt tttttttt t ttttttttt ttttsgsntgty
tttttt : s sgsnesey 
<trt-ttt-tts sgsndttg s sgsnesey 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-t ttttttttt t tttttltttttl  dttttttttttl ttttt tt tttttt tt ttttttttt ttttttttt tl t 
-ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt tt ttlt tttsys- ttttttttttltettttl tt trt
-ttt ttttt ttl  dttttt ttttttttttttltttttt tttttttltt tt tt tttlttt tttttt tttttttlt t
tttt:
<tltt t-ttt t.ttttltttytttttt .t&
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-t ttttt ttt t tttt  t ttttt tttttt ttt tt t tttttttttttttt t
 ttt:
<tt tt tttttttttttttt-tsltt ttttttttttttttttt  tttt t tttt  
<tt tt ttttttt tttttt-tsltt ttttttttttt t t tttt t tt ttttttttttgyttttttt 
<tt tt ttttttt tttttt-ttt tttttttt  ttt tt tttttttttttttttttgyg ttttt 
<tt tt ttttt tttttttt-tgtttttttt ttltttttttttt tt tttl ttt 
<tt tt tttttttttttttt-tttttrttttttttt ttttt tttttttttt ttttttttt  
<tt tt t 
<tt tt dttt tteltet ttttt  tttttttt tl t ttttttt ttttttttt tttttttttt 
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***************************************************************************************
***hhe hhhh hh hhhh  h h dhhh d h hhh * hh   h  h hh  heehh hh  h h     hh




  h h h:
**h  h  h h hh h hhehh h  h h h h hh h hh hhhh  h
    hh hh:
**h hhh  rhhhh  hd h h hh h  h  h h  h hhh h hhhh    h  hh   d hhh hh
---
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh MhhhhhMhMhhhhhMMhMMhMhhMhMhhMh
h    hh *    _  _ h hhh;
 dehhh:
**h hhhh     dh   h h  hd h hhh * hh   h  h hh  hd hhh
hhh (h    hhh *, d  h  hh     s d _  e ,  hth_ , h    hh *;;
**h hh h h h hh hhh h  hhhhh  hhh  hheh h d  h  h hhh h dh hh hh hd  h  hhh
**hh  h h  hh h h dhhhehhhhhhhhhh   heh hh hhh    hhh h  eh   hh hed:h
dh  ee_  hhh_  hh (dh   _ ;;
**h hh h h h hh hhh h hhh * hhhhh h  h hhhh  d  h hh h h hh hh h d   h hhhh h h hh
**h  h  h  hh  hh h   hhhh dhhh    h hhh ee h  hhhh h h  h hh hhh hhhh h hhdhhh  h hh
dh  ee_  hhh_  h  h  hhh (dh   _ , dh   _ ;;
;; **hh hh hhhhh  hhhh





p*pppp  p ppppppp   pp  ppp p  p p pppp * pp   p  p pp p p pp ppp     p p  ppp pp  ppp pp
p*pppppp..p p p  pp  p.pppppp p  pppp pp.. pp p  . pp p     pp pp.pp  .p p  p p     p
p*
p*pp:p p p   :
p*ppppppppeeeeee.ee.pe::pe p p pppe   pe p p. pp.peppppp
p*ppppppppeeeeee.ee.pe::pdp  p  p p ppdp   pp. pp.pppppppep  pd pp: edp . p.pppppp
p*ppppppppeeee.e.ee.pe::p  p ppep pppd. pp p  pp . p.pp ppdpp ppp p p pdpp ppp.pp
p*ppppppppe.eese.eespds psppp ppp  spp p  pp p. pppp ppp   p   
p* ppppeeeese.eeepds psppp pppp   p  p  pp ppp   p   
p*ppppppppeeesee.eeepds p:p   ppp.  ppp  p  p p   pp  pp p  p  sp p p  p 
p*
p*ppdppp  p:
p*pppp  p ppppppp pp p  p   p.ee.pd pe:p:pp pp pp pp pppp ppp. pp p  ppdp  p p  sp
p*ppppe.dppppdppp  pdp p  p  p.ppe pp  p ppppp  ppp.pp p  ppp. pp  p dpd. pp  p. p
p*ppppp p   ppp p ppp  p p  pp**
**pppp  edpded   : pedpe:e e   ps p   psee :e   p ed  :dp   pse  :ess e:dp  dped p
p*pppp   p   p  e: ddpe:pe ede  p  ::   e ddpe sds e  dpss p e pde e   p edp   p
p*ppppe ede  p  ::   e dpedp  :s     sede  p   pde   ddpde:p pe : essd :pes:eed p
p*pppp : p edsd e   ppe p ep     pd  ddp   psee :e   pe   :pe:pse  :ess e:dps p
p*ppppde sd pde:p   p e: s dpe  e: s dpe se     ddpde se ddp    ed : dpe:pse d -s  e
p*pppp e dp      dpee sds e  dpss p e pde e   p edpe:ess:     pedpdssd e s  p ee dp
p*ppppe:pd : es d pdeddpedpsd dp    dpe:pe:ede d pe:pssde  ddpe   ::se ee ep e    :p
p*pppps sd  p   pe p   p   e: pedpde sede  dp      :pe pse  : s dpd :es pde sede  dp
p*ppppe:p e: pee sds e  p   de   s pe:pe   : ed ep :ede  pe p   p   pes pedp   psd p
p*ppppedp  edpded   : dp    pedp   ed  pedp   peeddesede  pedpdss p      pp**
***************************************************************************************
 p pp.ppp   pppdp  ppppppppppppppppppppppppp**pe pp.ppp  p pp ppppd p  p pppp ppppp 
 p pp.ppp p  *p p  **pe pp.pppe   pe*epp  pdd:s 
 p pp.ppp   .s.p  p  ppppppppppppppppppppppp**pe pp.ppp pppp pp  p p ppppp   pppp  
 p pp.ppp pppp  pppppppppppppppppppppppppppp**pe pp.ppp pppp pp  p  pp * pppp  
***************************************************************************************
***ppd pppppp  p pp     .p   p p  p.ppp ppp p pppp p p  pp * pp   p  p pp
p*ppppp ppp p  pp * pp p pppp ppp p  p  p pe p pppp p   pp .p pp p ppp   ppeepp p
p*pppppppppppppppppdpp   pp p * pp   p  p   ppp pdpppp p   pppp  ppp     .p   p
p*pppppppppppppp  ppp  p psp p   ppdp   dpp p .   p  p  pp  spp pp p  p  pppp p p
p*pppppppppppp p pppp ppdpp  pp dpp p pppp  p  pp ppp p ppp  p p ppp  p  sp pp . p p   
p*pppppppppppp pp  p p p  p  pppppp.p pp p  pppp pep
p*pp.pp p pppp  p ppep pp p pp p p   p  pe pp peppppdpp  pp p pp pp  p p p  p
p*pp.pp p pppp p p  p  pep  ppp p  p  pp pe pp p  p p p  peppppp p pppp p . pepppp.p :p.ep
p*pp.pp p pppp   pp   p ppep  pp p pp pp  p p p  s p  pp pp pd  p p
p*pp.pp p pppp  p  pp pepe p  p p  p  ppsp.p     p p pppppp ppppe pp ppp pdpp. pppd p  p 
p*ppppppppppp p  p  pp   . ppp pppepppp.p :pdp.p       p  p   ep
p*pp. p .  pp  p p .  p pp.p 
p**
ppp::ppp (p    p p ,, .  p  pp p   s d    e ,  p p  , p    pp , p  p  pp )
{
p       p ppp = p  p  pp ; **ps pp pp p ppp  p p ppppp p  p 
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
  sd: = (e<<    )| **p .  p  p  sdpp p pppp p)ps.pepp pp.).e
(e<<  ed.)|
(e<<  ede);
   s = (e<<: dde); **pdpppp ppp  sspp. p  ppppppp.p ppp p ppppp 
  sd:s = (e<< s  ); **p  pp  pp  pp p   p .p pppp.p pp pdpp
}
***************************************************************************************
***ppd pppppp  p p p   pp p p p  pp * p pppp  pp   p  pp p p pp p  pppp pp p .   pp pp
p*ppppp ppp p  p pp. p p  pepppp p pp  pp p ppppp   p  pp  d p pp  spp pp p .  p  pp p .p 
p*pppppppppppp pppe pdp p . dp pp   pp  p p  ppp  ep p  p p. p p  ppp ep peepdp  pp pp  pp
p*pppppppppppp p. ppp  p p pp . pp  p p  pp  spp   p  p  ppp    ppp  pp  p p p
p*pp.pp p pppp pep  pp * pp p  pppe pp pp pdpp  p ppppe .  pdppp   pep  p.ep
p*pp. p .  ppp   p  p   p  ppp ppep  pp p .p p pp  pp * pp   p  p  p
p**
.p  e   ppp:: ppp   pp (.p  .  p )
{
.p  e   p   p  p   p  ppp p = e; **p  sp p .p p p ppdpp
.p  .  p e = e; **p p ppdpppp  pp epdp 
.p  .   p  = e; **p p ppdpppp  p p  pdp 
p  p  p = e; **pd  pp p p 
   s == e.d.; **p:p p p   s p p p  p 
   s |= (p = e.e.); **p p p  p ppe pp p  spp p  pppp pdpp  p
 p pppp
  sd: |= (e <<   ds); **pd p  pp   p  p  
eeeee(p  p < eeeee) **p pp pp  pp   p  p  p  pp  ppp p
{
ef(  sd: == e.)e) **ps pp p  p ppppppp   p  p  pp  ppp p
{
p e =   sd; **p:ppppp ep  sppp ppdp  
 p  =   s ; **p:pppp p  p  sppp ppdp  
p   p  p   p  ppp p |= (.p  e   ) ( p  << .); **pd pp p p  pdp  pp   pe pdp p . dp 
p   p  p   p  ppp p |= (.p  e   ) p e; **p pppp epdp  p  pe pdp p . dp 
p  p = eeeee; **pdp pp .  p p  pp.p pp  p
}
p  p;;; **pe p p p  pp .  p ppppp   p  p  p   p
p  p
}
nennnn (p   p  p   p  ppp p); **p:p .  pp   p  ppp . dp 
}
***************************************************************************************
***ppd pppppp  p p p   ppp p p p p  pp  sp pp . p p   p  p ppp ppppppppp . dp p pp p ppp p
p*ppppp ppp p  pp. p pp  p  p  pppp p ppp . dp p pp p ppp pe p pp  pp p   ppp ppppppppp
p*ppppppppppp  pp  sp pp . p p  pp p  p pp p p ppp  p p  pppp p ppp . dp p pp p ppp p
p*pp.pp p pppp p  pppep  pp  spp p  pppp.  p  p pdpp  p ppppp pp   p   ppp
p*pp.pp p ppp p ppp pep  pp . dp p pp p ppp p  pp  speppppp p p pp  p pe p.p)p sep
p*pp. p .  pp . p. pep  p p pp  sp pp . p p  p  p p  pp . dp p pp p ppp p ppppppppp
p**




.p  e   p  ep = e; **pd   p pp pppppp  p  sp p .p 
.p  e    . p. = e; **pd   p pp pppppp  pp p p ppp p .p 
ef( p ppp <  s) **ps pp p  p pppppp p ppppepppp   p  p pp e
{
frn(.p  .  p = e; p< p ppp ; p;;) **pd  ppp  p . dp p pp p ppp 
{
p  ep ;=  ppp   pp(p p  pp); **p ppp  pp pep p pppp  p  ppp p p . p  p
}
 . p. = p  ep / p ppp ; **pdp pp  ppp p p pp . p. 
}
eeee **pdp pppp p  pp  ppp  p
{
 . p. = e; **p:p .  p  pp p .p pp p p  
}
nennnn ( . p. ); **p:p .  p  pp p .p p  p  ppp pp p  




















**hhhh. ekhks . s:shekhe:s essshysh. shrses:e  .h ssss:khs shrs .:eyy.s:kh skhek h
h*hhhhs shs shs e:skkhs:he esessh s::s .eskkhe rsyse  khyy.h s.hse e.ssh.skh. sh
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h*hhhhs:shsekrsse sshhe h shs s .hk sssh. shrses:e  .hs  s:hs:hrs .:eyy.s:khysh
h*hhhhsesyssh s:hs shse:sr.khe se:sr.khe ress .sskhkesresskhs s ess:skhs:hrs ks-ys s
h*hhhh.esshss s skh e rsyse  khyy.h s.hse e.ssh.skhe:sry:s s .hs hkyyk.e.y.sh ssskh
h*hhhhs:hks: erskshsskkhs hykskhss.skhs:he:s e.kshs:hyyke skkhe .s::ye.es  h s s s:h
h*hhhhrsyksshs shs hs sh. ss:shs hsesyese.skh  s. s:he hrs .:sr.khk.:er.hsesyese.skh
h*hhhhs:h.s:.h e rsyse  h s se s rshs:hs. s: eks hs:eke  he hs sh sshsy.hs h. shyksh
h*hhhhs h. ekhks . s:skhs s he hss eksshs h. sheskkeyese.shs hkyr hss s shh**
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_hhh.hhhh.sk_hks ks:h h **h.hhhh.hhhhhh.hh:hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhshshhhsh
_.hhhhhhh.sk_hks ks:h h **hhh.h..h.hs.hhh.hhhhhshhhhhhhhh...hhhhh
_hh.h..hh hh.hhshh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**hehhhhhr.hh.h.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhe*shh.h.hhhhh
_hh.h..hh h:h*hhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hh.hhhhhhhh.h.hhhhh.h.hhhhhhhshhhhhh
_hh.h..hh  hhh:.skhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**hehhshhrhhhh.hhhhhhh hhh:.sk
_hh.h..hh hhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hh.hhhhhhh hhh:.skhhhhhhh.h.hhhhh
_hh.h..hh  .h.hhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hhh:.skhhhhhhshhhhh.hss.hh.hhhhhh .h.hh
_hh.h..hh hhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h sysk*ksshshhhhhhhhh.hhhh
_hh.h..hh hhshhhhhs.hh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**hrhhhhhhhhhs.hhshhhhhhsh.hhhh.hh.hhhshh
_hh.h..hh hhhh .h.hhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hh.hhhhhhshh..hhhhhhh hhh:.skh .h.hh
_hh.h..hh hhhhhhhhh.h.hhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hh.hhhhhhhhhhhh.shhhhhhhhhh.h.hhh
_hh.h..hh hhssshhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h sysk*ksshhhshhhrhhhhhhhhhhhh.hssh







































p*pppp..pppppppppppppprpps.ppsssspsrps:p:p.spprppp.pppppppp.p.p.pppp.ppspppppp   p
p*ppppe.sppppsppppppkp:pppppppsppeppppppp.p.pppppp..ppppppppp.pppppprkps.pppppp.pp
p*pppppppppppppsppp.pp.ppppppp**
**pppp. ekpks . s:spekpe:s essspssp. sprses:e  .p ssss:kps sprs .:es .s:kp skpek p
p*pppps sps sps e:skkps:pe esessp s::s .eskkpe rs se  kps .p s.pse e.ssp.skp. sp
p*ppppe esessp s::s .eskps p s:r s .ssese.sps sp e. skkp s:pspes:.er ss:pe :esksp
p*pppps:spsekrsse ssppe p sps s .pk sssp. sprses:e  .ps  s:ps:prs .:es .s:kpssp
p*ppppsessssp s:ps spse:sr.kpe se:sr.kpe ress .sskpkesresskps s ess:skps:prs ks- s s
p*pppp.esspss s skp e rs se  kps .p s.pse e.ssp.skpe:sr :s s .ps pk sk.e. .sp ssskp
p*pppps:pks: erskspsskkps p kskpss.skps:pe:s e.ksps:ps ke skkpe .s:: e.es  p s s s:p
p*pppprs kssps sps ps sp. ss:sps psessese.skp  s. s:pe prs .:sr.kpk.:er.psessese.skp
p*pppps:p.s:.p e rs se  p s se s rsps:ps. s: eks ps:eke  pe ps sp ssps .ps p. sp ksp
p*pppps p. ekpks . s:skps s pe pss ekssps p. speskkesese.sps pk r pss s spp**
****************************************************************************************
 pppp..pp ppppppppp. ppppppppppppppppppppppp **p pp.pppppp.ppppppppppp ppp:.skpppppp
 pppp..pp ppppppspp .p.pp. ppppppppppppppppp **p ppppppppppp ppp:.skpp.pppppppp .p.pp
 pppp..pp pppp .p.pp. pppppppppppppppppppppp **p pp.pppppp.ppppppppppp ppp:.skp .p.pp
 pppp..pp pppppppppppp. pppppppppppppppp **p pp.pppppppp.ppppppp
 pppp..pp p.ppppp. ppppppppppppppppppppppppp **pk.ppp.ppppppspppppppss.ppppppppp
 pppp..pp p.pp. **peppp..ppssrppppppp.ppppppp








p*ppkppppsppppppppppppp ppsp..pppp pppppp.ppppppp.pppppppppppsrppppp .ppp.pp:p
ppppps e e sspk.sr.pke.s p
p*ppkppppsppppppppp.p:pspeppppppppppppppppppp.p:pppp ppppkppp.ppkpkspppp.kppppp p..pp.pppp





ppppppppppp::ppppppppppp (ppppp p.pp* ppppsp, .pppspp. ppppssksp.ses pppppppppr, pp ppp
pppppppppp p, psppppps* pppppp.p:)




















p.p* ppsrpp.p = www p.p( ssr , ppppppppppppr (s), s0s, pppppppp);
.p.spp ps.pppp.pps = s;
.p.spp :ppppsp = s;
.p.spp :ppppsppp = s;
.p.spp ppppp.pp = s;
.p.spp pppppps = s;
.p.spp ppppppss = s;
.p.spp pppspsppr = s;









ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss); **p pppssrpppp.pps
:ppppsp = k * ps.pppp.pps / ssss; **prppp.ppppp:ppppsp
ppppp.pp = ssspssk > ((:ppppsp / spsyk) > (spsy / spsss)>spk); **prppp.pppppppppp.ppp
.pppspppppppppppppppppp.pppppp
pppppppps >> p.p(ppppp.pp); **pe.ppppppppp
ppp.ppsppppsppsppp:ppppspp
**pkpppppps
ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss);
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
:ppppsp = k * ps.pppp.pps / ssss;
ppppp.pp = ssspssk > ((:ppppsp / spsyk) > (spsy / spsss)>sps);
pppppppps >> p.p(ppppp.pp);
**pkpppppps
ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss);
:ppppsp = k * ps.pppp.pps / ssss;
ppppp.pp = ssspssk > ((:ppppsp / spsyk) > (spsy / spsss)+sps);
pppppppps >> p.p(ppppp.pp);
**pkppppppy
ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss);
:ppppsp = k * ps.pppp.pps / ssss;




ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss);
:ppppsp = k * ps.pppp.pps / ssss;




ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss);
:ppppsp = k * ps.pppp.pps / ssss;




ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss);
:ppppsp = k * ps.pppp.pps / ssss;




ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss);
:ppppsp = k * ps.pppp.pps / ssss;




ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss);







ps.pppp.pps = ppsrpp.p>> ppp.pp:ppppsppp. (s,ss);
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h*hhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhh.hhheeeeh hh :h:hh.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.hhhhhhhhhehhhhhh. .h
h*hhhhe. hhhhehhhhhheh:hhhhhhhehh.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.hhhhhhhhh.hhhhhhheh .hhhhhh.hh
h*hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**
**hhhh  . h     y: h. he:  .   he h   he e :..  h  e  : hy  he   :.e.  : h y h.  h
h*hhhhy  hy  h  e:   h :h. ee.  h y::y  .  eh. ee. . .ehe. h   he. .   h  eh   h
h*hhhh. ee.  h y::y  .  h  h  :e y  ye.e.  hy  h .     h  :hyhey: .e.ey:he.:e   h
h*hhhhy: h . eey.   hh. h  h     h  yeeh   he e :..  h    :h :he   :.e.  : he h
h*hhhhe.yee h  :hy  h .: e eh.  .: e eh. e.    yeeh e e.yeeh    eey: eh :he    -.  e
h*hhhh .yeh y y.  h . ee. . .ehe. h   he. .   h  ehe: e.:     h  h .e  . .  h.    h
h*hhhh :h  : .e   he   h  h.  eh y yeh :he:  .   h :he. .    h.   ::.e .   h      :h
h*hhhhey.   hy  h  hy  h    : h  he.ye.e.  eh      :h. he   :ye eh  :.e he.ye.e.  eh
h*hhhh :h  : h . ee. . .h  .e..  e h :h    : .   hy:. . .h. hy  h y h . h  h   h.  h
h*hhhh  h  . h     y: eh    h. hy  .   h  h   he   .e.e.  h  h .e h y y. hh**
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_hhhhhhhh  h  y _h h **h hhhhhhhhhhh hh:hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhh.h
_hhhhhhhh  h  y _h h **hhhhh.hhhhh.hhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh  hhhhh
_hhhh.hhh hhhhh hh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**hehhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.* hh.hhhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh h:h*hhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhh.hhhhhhhhh.hhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh  hhh:   hh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**hehhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhh:   
_hhhh.hhh hhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hhhhhhhhhh hhh:   hhhhhhh.hhhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh  .h.hhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hhh:   hhhhhhehhhhhhhhh.hhhhhhhhh .h.hh
_hhhh.hhh hhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h  eeg*gesh hhhhhhhhhhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh hhhhhhhhh hh hhhhhhhhhhhhh**hehhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh hhhh .h.hhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hhhhhhhhh hh  hhhhhhh hhh:   h .h.hh
_hhhh.hhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhh**h hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhehhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh hhegehhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h  eeg*geshhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh hhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hhhhhhhhhhy* hhhh:hhhhhhhhh:hhhhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh hhhhhhh **h hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh h:h*hhhhhh. hhh h **h hhhhhhhhh.hhhhshhhhhhhh. hh
_hhhh.hhh hhhhhhhhh **h hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
_hhhh.hhh hhhhhhhh **h hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh:hhhh hhh
**eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee





hhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh :  . hhh hhhhhhhh
---






**h hh hhhhhhhhh:hhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
 . hhh:
**h hhhhhhhhhh.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh.hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhh hhhhhhh
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhh (hhhhh hhhh*, .hhh.hhh  hhhey  h  e , hhshhh, hhhhhhhh*;;
**h hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhh:   hhhhhhhhhh.hhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhh:hhhhhhhh:hhh
:hhh h.h (:hhh;;
;;
_hhhhhh**hh  h  y _h h
---
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****************************************************************************************
***pppppppppppppppppppppppppp
p*pppp  ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp  pp ppppppppp pppp pppppppppppppppp ppppppppppp p pp
ppppp
p*pppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppp ppp ppppp ppppp




p*ppppppppeeeeeeeeeepee pnpppppp ppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppp
p*ppppppppeeeeseeeeepee psppppppppppppppp
p*ppppppppeseseeeeespee p:ppp:pppppppppp pppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppp ppp
p*p
p*ppepppppp:
p*pppp  ppppppppppppppppp  ppeeeep pp :p:pp ppppppppppppppppp pppppp ppepppppp  sp
p*ppppe  ppppeppppppep:pppppppeppeppppppppppppppppp ppppppppp pppppppep  pppppp pp
p*pppppppppppppppppppp ppppppp**
**pppp  e p     n: pe pe:  e   pe p   pe e :e   p  e  : pn  pe   :ees  : p n pe  p
p*ppppn  pn  p  e:   p :pe eee  p n::n  e  epe ees e  epes p   pee e   p  ep   p
p*ppppe eee  p n::n  e  p  p  :e n  neeee  pn  p e     p  :pnpen: eesen:pes:e   p
p*ppppn: p e eene   ppe p  p     p  neep   pe e :e   p    :p :pe   :ees  : pe p
p*ppppeenee p  :pn  p e: e epe  e: e epe ee    neep e eeneep    een: ep :pe    -s  e
p*pppp enep n n   p e ees e  epes p   pee e   p  epe: es:     p  p se  e s  p     p
p*pppp :p  : ee   pe   p  ps  ep n nep :pe:  e   p :pes e    pe   ::se e   p      :p
p*ppppens   pn  p  pn  p    : p  peeneeee  ep      :pe pe   :ne ep  :ee peeneeee  ep
p*pppp :p  : p e ees e  p   ee   e p :p    : e   pn:e e  pe pn  p n p s p  p   ps  p
p*pppp  p  e p     n: ep    pe pn  e   p  p   pe   eeeee  p  p se p n n  pp**
****************************************************************************************
 pppp ppp pppppp pp  p pp  ppppppppp **p pppppppppppp pp  p ppppppp
 pppp ppp pppppppppppppppp  pppppppp **p ppppppppppp ppppppp
 pppp ppp ppesepppp  **peppp ppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppppp
 pppp ppp p:p*pppppp ppp  p **p ppppppppp pppp pppppppp ppp
 pppp ppp p ppppp  **p  ppppppppppeppppppppp ppppppppp
 pppp ppp ppp p  
**eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
***pp ppppppp  ppppppppp pppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppp
p*ppppppppppp  ppppppppp pppppppppppppppppppp  pp pppppppp pppppppppppp pp   pp pp pppppp
pppppp ppp
p*ppppppppppppppp ppppppp pp
p*pp.pppppppppppppppnpp ppppppppppppp p  pp p pppp ppp ppppppppppp pppppppp
p*pp.ppppppppppppppppppp  pppppppppppppp  pp pp pppppppp ppppppppppppppp pp pppp pp:pe p
p*pp.pppppppppppppppppp pp  pppp pppppp ppppppp ppppppppppp pppppp pppp pp:p
ppppp  e e nep  ne.p e.  p
p*pp.pppppppppppppppp:peppppppppppppep ppppp pppppppppp:pppp  pp ppppp pp pppp ppp ppppppp
p*pppppppppppppppppp pppppppp pppp pp:p p ppppp ppppppppp p
p*pp.ppp pppp ppppp ppp:pp ppp
p**
ppppppppppppppp::ppppppppppppppp (ppppp p pp* pppppp,  ppp ppp ppppen  p  e pppppppppp, pp ppp
pppppppppp p, pppppppp* pppppppp:)
:pppppppp (pppppp, pppppppppp, pppppppppp p, pppppppp:)
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
{
ppppppppppppp = pppppppp:; **pepppppppppppppppp pppp    pp ppppppppppppppp
**p pp pp pp p ppppppppppppp pp pppppppp ppppppppp ppppppnpppp pp pppppppppppppppp p
**pppppppppp ppppppppppppppppp ppppppppp ppppppp. pppp p:ppp ppppppp
}
**eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
***pp ppppppp  pppppp pppp pppp ppppppppppp pppppppppppp
p*ppppppppppp  pppppp pppppppppppppppppp ppp pp:   ppp pp ppppp pp ppppppppp pppp pppppp    
p*pppppppppppppppeppppp pppppp ppp pppppppppp:pppp pppp pppppppppp ppppppppppppp pppppppppppppp
ppp ppp
p*pp.pppppppp ppppppppppppp
p*pp.ppp pppp ppppp ppp:pp ppp
p**
:ppp ppppppppppppppp::p p (:ppp)
{
pppp ppp ppp ppp:pp p pppp =   ppp pp pppep pp (); **p  pppppppppppp pppppppp es
ppppppp *pppppppe = www ppppppp(); **pepppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp
ppppppp
 pppepp  pppppppppppp = e; **peppppppp pp pppppppppppppppp 
pppsepp pp ppn = e; **pepppppppp ppnp:pppp pp
pppsepp pp ppe = e; **pepppppppp ppep:pppp pp
pp  pp ppppppppppppn = e; **peppppppp ppppppppnpppppepppppppppp
:pppp ppp
pp  pp p ppppppppppppppn = e;
pp  pp pppppppppp pp pn = e;
pp  pp pppppppppppp = e; **peppppppp ppppppppnpppppepppppppppp
:pppp ppp
pp  pp p pppppppppppppp = e;
pp  pp pppppppppp pp p = e;
pp  pp ppppppppppppe = e;
pp  pp p ppppppppppppppe = e;
pp  pp pppppppppp pp pe = e;
pp  pp p pppppppppppn = e;
pp  pp p pppppppppppe = e;
pp  pp p ppppppppppp = e;
pp  pp ppppp = e;
**pp  pppp pppnp;pe 
**pp  pppp pppep;pe 
ppp pp:ppppp = e;
ppp p = e;
rrr (;;) **p  ppppppp ppppppppppppppppp pp
pppppppppppppp  ppppppp
{ **pp ppp pppppp pppp ppppppp pp
 ppppppppp ppppppppp
 pppppppppppp = pp pppppppppppppp >>  pp(); **peppppp ppppppppp ppppp ppppppppp
pppppp:pppp ppp
pp ppn = pppp ppn >>  pp();
pp ppe = pppp ppe >>  pp();
**pp:pppppp;ppppp:ppppppe p pp   
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
**p pppnp;pppp pppnpe p pp   
**p pppep;pppp pppepe p pp   
fr(p == e)
{
pppppppe >> p ppppppppppppp(); **psppppppp ppppppppppppppp
**pppppppppppppppppnp;pp ppppppppppppppn **p pppp pppppppp pppppppppppp
ppppppppppppppp
ppppp ppppppppppppppnp;pppppppppppnpe p pp   **p ppp pppppppp pppppppppppppp
pppppppppppppp pp pnp;pp ppppppppppppppnpepppppppppppppn **peppp ppppppppppppppppppppppp pp
p pp   ppppp
pppppp pppppppppp pp pnp pe 
{
pppppppppp pp pnp;pepppppppppp pp pn **p pppppp ppp pppppppppppp pp pppp
pppppp:ppppppp 
}
ppppppppppppppppep;pp ppppppppppppppe **p pppp pppppppp ppppppppppppppp
pppppppppppp
ppppp ppppppppppppppep;pppppppppppepe p pp   **p ppp pppppppp pppppppppppppp
pppppppppppppp pp pep;pp ppppppppppppppepepppppppppppppe **peppp ppppppppppppppppppppppp pp
p pp   ppppp
pp pppppppppp pp pep pe 
{
pppppppppp pp pep;pepppppppppp pp pe **p pppppp ppp pppppppppppp pp pppp
pppppp:ppppppp 
} p**
pppppppppppp = p pppppppppppppp; **p pppp pppppppp ppppppppppppppp
pppppppppppp
p pppppppppppppp = pppppppppp >>  pp(); **p ppp pppppppp pppppppppppppp
pppppppppp pp p = p pppppppppppppp > pppppppppppp; **peppp ppppppppppppppppppppppp pp
p pp   ppppp
fr(pppppppppp pp p < e)
{
pppppppppp pp p = >pppppppppp pp p; **p pppppp ppp pppppppppppp pp pppp
pppppp:ppppppp 
}
p ppppppppppp = pppppppppp pp p/epe;
**pp pppppppppppnp;ppppppppppp pp pn*epe **peppp pppppp ppppppppppppppppppppp
pppppp
ppppp pppppppppppep;ppppppppppp pp pe*epe 
pppppppppppppppppnpe pp p p pppppppppppn  **pspppppp pp ppppppppp:pppp ppp
pppppppppppppepe pp p p pppppppppppe  
pppppp;p p pppppppppppnp pp pppppppppppe *e **pn:ppp ppp ppppppppppp pp pppppp
p ppppppp ppppppppp**




ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
p;;;
p ppppppppppppppn = pppppppppppp >>  pp();
p ppppppppppppppe = pp ppppppppp >>  pp();
** e p pppppppppppppepp pppppppppppp  ppppp  
** e p pppppppppppppepp ppppppppppppppep  p pp p  pp ppppppppppppppnp  ppppp  
fr( pppppppppppp == e) **pepp ppppppp pppppppp ppp
{ **pppppppppppppppppppp pp
pppppppe >>  ppppppppppp(); **p pppppp pp pppppppppppp
ppppppppppppn = e; **pppp ppppppppppppppppp
ppppppppppppe = e; **pepppppppppppppppppp:pppp ppppppp
p ppppppp
}
**pepppppppppp ppp pppp pppppp  ppppp ppppp pppp pppppp pppppppppppppppppppppp
**p ppppppppppp pppppppp    pp pp ppppppp
p pp;;;
**p  ppppppppppp ppp pp pppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppp ppp pp   ppppppppp
**ppppppp:pppp pppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppp ppppppp ppppppppp
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p*ppppppppddddddddddpdd pdpp pp ppppppppp p ppp
p*ppppppppddddedddddpdd peppppp pppppppppppppppppp
p* ppppdoddoddddopdd p:pop:ppppppppppppoo pp  oppppppppppp p po p p pppopp  ppp p
p* p pp ppppp pppop p p po p pppppp p pop ppp
p*ppppppppdododddddopdd p:pop:ppppppppppop pppppp pppopp  pppppppppppop  pp 
p*
p*ppdpppp p:
p*pppp  p ppppppp ppppopp   pddddp op :p:pp ppop ppppppp  pppoppppp  ppdp  ppp   p
p*ppppeo ppppdpppp pep:pp ppppdppe ppp ppppppppppppop  ppp ppo pppppoep o pp  po p
p*ppppp ppp pppop ppp  ppp ppp**
**pppp  e p d   e: pe pe:d e   pd p   p de :e   p dd  : pe  p d  :ed  d: p e pe  p
p*ppppe  pe  p  e:   pd:pe ede  p e::e  e  epe  d  e  epd  p d pde e   p dep   p
p*ppppe ede  p e::e  e  pd p  :  e  edede  pe  p e     p d:pepee: e  de:pe :ed  p
p*ppppe: p e  dee   ppe p dp     p  eddp   p de :e   pd   :pd:p d  :ed  d: pd p
p*ppppdeedd p d:pe  p e:   epe  e:   epe  e    edep e  eedep    ede: epd:p d   -   d
p*pppp eedp e e   p e  d  e  epd  p d pde e   p depe:d  :     pd p  d  e    p dd  p
p*ppppd:p  : e    pdd  pd p   ep e eepd:pe:d e   pd:pd  e    pe   :: e ed  p d    :p
p*pppp e    pe  pd pe  p   d: pd pdeedede  ep      :pe p d  :e  ep  :e  pdeedede  ep
p*ppppd:p d: p e  d  e  p   de     pd:pd   : e   pe:e e  pe pe  p e pd  pd p   p   p
p*ppppd p  e p d   e: ep    pe pe  e   pd p   ped  edede  pd p    p e e  pp**
****************************************************************************************
 ppppoppp pp   p   oopopp  ppppppppppppp**p p pppppppp p  poopopppp   
 ppppoppp pppppppp  p **p p pppppppp  p p    
 ppppoppp p dodpp p  **p  ddo*od.ppp p poppppp ppp ppppoop
 ppppoppp  :p*pp pppop p  p **p pppppp ppo pppspppp pppop  
 ppppoppp oo ppppppp     p  **p pppppp ppo pppppppppp    ppopp ppp 
 ppppoppp    pp p  ppppppppppppppppppppp**p   pppppp ppd    pppoooppp  ppp 
 ppppoppp o   p  
ppo pp   p  = d;
ppo pp   p  e = d;
ppo pp   p  d = d;
opp e  oppp = d;
**ppo ppppp p pppepepd pppp**p pp  pppp p pppep: pp  pp
**ppo ppppp p pppdpepd **p pp  pppp p pppdp: pp  pp
ppo pp pp p ppp = d; **p pp  pppp p pppdp: pp  pp
ppo pp ppp   pp p ppp = d; **p pp  pppp p pppep: pp  pp
ppo pp ppp o pp p ppp = d;
ppo pp   pp p ppp = d; **p pp  pppp p pppep: pp  pp
ppo pp o pp p ppp = d;
pp op:popp = d;
pp od  ppop e = d; **p pp  ppppop ep: pp  pp
pp od  ppop d = d; **p pp  ppppop dp: pp  pp
pp od  ppop = d; **p pp  ppppop ep: pp  pp




***pp ppppppp  p pppp  pop pppppp  p p  pppppppppp    p
p*ppppp  pp p  p pppp  pop pppppp  p p p    p  pp pppp p ppsp p  pppppppppp ppppp pppop  p
p*ppyp p opppp  ppp p ppp pdpeppp ppp pp pdpop pp  p ppp pppp:pppp  pp pp pp ppo ppp o
p*ppppppppppp  p p    p ppppoooppp  pp ppp op :p pop pp    pp ppp  p
p*ppypp opppp pppp oppp: pop p
p**
ppppppp::ppppppp (:ppp) **p ppppppppp pppop p p op
{
  : (= ((d<<e .); **p pp ppppppppppppp  
  : (= ((d<<e d);
 e  K (= ((d   ); **p pp ppo   ppp p  pp
 e :e = (d<<e  dd); **p p pp ppp pp ppp p 
 e :e (= ((d<<e  dd);
 e :d = (d<<e  .d);
 e :d (= ((d<<e  .d);




***pp ppppppp  p pop  ppppp pp o p  pppopppp ppp p ppppppp  pppp p pppp  p:pp pp  pp
p*ppppppppppppopppp pspppppp p pppp
p*ppppp  pp p  p pop  pppp ppop  p p  pppopppp ppp p ppp pppp  pppp p p ppp  :p p  pop
p*ppyp p opppp  ppp p ppp pdp   p pppp ppppp ppp pp  pp ppp ppppp ppppppo po p
p*ppypp opppp pppp oppp: pop p
p**
:ppp ppppppp::popppp pp p ppp(:ppp) **pdo po  ppppp pp p :ppppp p ppp
{
  p   o  = p   p   o  >>  p ();
oppp = p opppe >>  p ();
op:popp = p op:popp >>  p ();
ppp   pp p ppp = p   pp p ppp >>  p ();
ppp o pp p ppp = p o pp p ppp >>  p ();
ppop e = p ppop e >>  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop e
ppop d = p ppop d >>  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop d
**ppop pep ppop ep;pppop d *d 
ppop = ppop d;
**pepp p p o pp ppp ppo ppppppp p p 
**pp p pppdpepppop d*dpd)dd) **pepp p p o pp ppp ppo ppppppp p p 
ff((op:popp == d) (( (oppp == d))
{
pp p ppp = ppop *dpd)dd);
p pp p ppp >> po (pp p ppp); **p pp  pppp p pppe
**p pp p pppdpd ppo  pp p pppd  **p pp  pppp p pppd
  pp p ppp = ppp   pp p ppp ( (pp p ppp > ppp   pp p ppp)* pp(  p   o  *opdddoe/ded);
o pp p ppp = ppp o pp p ppp ( (pp p ppp > *pp (  p   o  *opdddoe/ded);
**  pp p ppppepppp   pp p pppp;ppp p ppp* pp od*opdddoe*ded  
**o pp p ppppepppp o pp p pppp;ppp p ppp*pp  od*opdddoe*ded  
p   pp p ppp >> po (  pp p ppp);




ff((op:popp == d) (( (oppp == d))
{
pp p ppp = ppop *dpd)dd);
p pp p ppp >> po (pp p ppp); **p pp  pppp p pppe
**p pp p pppdpd ppo  pp p pppd  **p pp  pppp p pppd
  pp p ppp = ppp   pp p ppp > pp p ppp* pp(  p   o  *opdddoe/ded);
o pp p ppp = ppp o pp p ppp > pp p ppp*pp (  p   o  *opdddoe/ded);
**  pp p ppppepppp   pp p pppp;ppp p ppp* pp od*opdddoe*ded  
**o pp p ppppepppp o pp p pppp;ppp p ppp*pp  od*opdddoe*ded  
p   pp p ppp >> po (  pp p ppp);
p o pp p ppp >> po (o pp p ppp);
}
ff((op:popp == d) (( (oppp == d))
{
pp p ppp = ppop *dpd)dd);
  p  = pp p ppp*(ded/(opdddoe*epe.e));
**  p  epeppp p pppep*p ded* opdddoe*epe.e   
**  p  dpeppp p pppdp*p ded* opdddoe*epe.e   
**p pp p pppepd ppo    p  e  
**p pp p pppdpd ppo    p  d  
p pp p ppp >> po (  p  );
p   p   o  >> po (  p  );
  p  = d;
}
ff((op:popp == o) (( (oppp == d))
{
pp p ppp = ppop *dpd)dd);
  p  = >pp p ppp*(ded/(opdddoe*epe.e)); **pp ppp 
**  p  epeppp p pppep*p ded* opdddoe*epe.e   
**  p  dpeppp p pppdp*p ded* opdddoe*epe.e   
**p pp p pppepd ppo    p  e  
**p pp p pppdpd ppo    p  d  
**p pp p ppppd ppo    p    
p   p   o  >> po (  p  );




***pp ppppppp  p pop  pppspppp ppo p  pppp p ppp epppp  pp p ppp pspppppp p pppp
p*ppppp  pp p  p pop  ppppp p  p  pppp p pppp: pop pp  p pp po ppopppppp  ppp  pp  e
p*pppppppppppp   p p p pp pppp pp ppp p p
p*ppyp p opppp  ppp p ppp pdpeppp ppp pp  pp ppp ppppp epo ppppppppo po p
p*ppypp opppp pppp oppp: pop p
p**
:ppp ppppppp::sppppp p ppp(:ppp)
{
opp e      o = p sppppp p ppppp  >>  p (); **p  pp p  ppspppppp p pppppp p ppp  
ff (    o == d) **p ppppop  pppp  p   p p 
{
p ppop e >> po (d); **pAppppppop e
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
p ppop d >> po (d); **pAppppppop d
p pp p pppe >> po (d); **pApppppp p pppe
p pp p pppd >> po (d); **pApppppp p pppd
p pp p ppp >> po (d);
p sppppp p ppppp  >> po (d); **p:p p pspppppp p pppppp  
p   pp p ppp >> po (d);
p o pp p ppp >> po (d);




**p ppp pppe :p: pp  pp ppo  pppppppp  ppe : ppppp pppp
pp d)  pp ppe = d;
pp d)  pp ppd = d;
opp e  opppe = d;
opp e  opppd = d;
****************************************************************************************
***pp ppppppp  p pop  ppp pp:ppp p  pppop p p pppp  ppp op  ppppppppppppppop pppdp :e    p
p*pppppp  pp p  p pe :ppppppp pppp  p  pppppppp p  ppop pp p ppppopppp poppopppp pppppp p
p*pppppppppppp  p pe :ppppppopp  p  pppoo pppppppp pppop  ppppopop pppdpp:ppop popp  ppop  ppp
p pp ppppp
p*pppppppppppp ppppppp pppp  pppopppp pop ppp ppppep  pppp ppp pp pppppppppp  ppp  ppp pppop p
ppppp  pp
p*pppppppp pppppppppp  pppepp  ppop ppp pppppp pspppp pppop p p ppppp p  ppoppp p ppp  ppppppppp
p* ppp p  pppp pppp  pp p ppop peppppppop  p ppppp  ppp
p*pppyp p opppe  . :pp pdp p pppdppp pppop p
p*pppypp opppp pppp oppp: pop p
p**
e :(e  . :pp )
{
pp ppe = p op pp pp ppe >> e :  p ();
pp ppd = p op pp pp ppd >> e :  p ();
opppe = p opppe >> e :  p ();
opppd = p opppd >> e :  p ();
op:popp = p op:popp >> e :  p ();
ff(op:popp == d) **p pp  pp
{
ppop d = p ppop d >> e :  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop d
ppop d((; **peppppopp pppop dpppppp:ppoppp pppop pp
p ppop d >> e : po (ppop d); **peo ppp p: popppppppop dppppppop d
}
ffff ff(op:popp == d) **p:p:pp p
{
ppop d = p ppop d >> e :  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop d
ppop d>>; **peppppopp pppop dpppppp:ppoppp pppop pp
p ppop d >> e : po (ppop d);
}




ppop d = p ppop d >> e :  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop d
ppop d((; **peppppopp pppop dpppppp:ppoppp pppop pp
p ppop d >> e : po (ppop d); **peo ppp p: popppppppop dppppppop d
}
ffff ff(op:popp == o) **p opppp p:p   
{
ppop d = p ppop d >> e :  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop d
ppop d((; **peppppopp pppop dpppppp:ppoppp pppop pp




***pp ppppppp  p pop  ppp pp:ppp p  pppop p p pppp  ppp op  ppppppppppppppop pppep
p*pppppp  pp p  p pe :ppppppp pppp  p  pppppppp p  ppop pp p ppppopppp poppopppp pppppp p
p*pppppppppppp  p pe :ppppppopp  p  pppoo pppppppp pppop  ppppopop pppepp:ppop popp  ppop  ppp
p pp ppppp
p*pppppppppppp ppppppp pppp  pppopppp pop ppp ppppep  pppp ppp pp pppppppppp  ppp  ppp pppop p
ppppp  pp
p*pppppppp pppppppppp  pppepp  ppop ppp pppppp pspppp pppop p p ppppp p  ppoppp p ppp  ppppppppp
p* ppp p  pppp pppp  pp p ppop peppppppop  p ppppp  ppp
p*pppyp p opppe  d :pp pdp p pppeppp  ppop p
p*pppypp opppp pppp oppp: pop p
p**
e :(e  d :pp )
{
pp ppe = p op pp pp ppe >> e :  p ();
pp ppd = p op pp pp ppd >> e :  p ();
opppe = p opppe >> e :  p ();
opppd = p opppd >> e :  p ();
op:popp = p op:popp >> e :  p ();
ff(op:popp == d) **p pp  pp
{
ppop e = p ppop e >> e :  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop e
ppop e((; **peppppopp pppop epppppp:ppoppp pppop 
p ppop e >> e : po (ppop e); **peo ppp p: popppppppop eppppppop e
}
ffff ff(op:popp == d) **p:p:pp p
{
ppop e = p ppop e >> e :  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop e
ppop e>>; **peppppopp pppop epppppp:ppoppp pppop 
p ppop e >> e : po (ppop e);
}
ffff ff(op:popp == d) **p opppp pdpp 
{
ppop e = p ppop e >> e :  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop e
ppop e((; **peppppopp pppop epppppp:ppoppp pppop 
p ppop e >> e : po (ppop e); **peo ppp p: popppppppop eppppppop e
}




ppop e = p ppop e >> e :  p (); **p p ppopppp p: popppppppop e
ppop e((; **peppppopp pppop epppppp:ppoppp pppop 




hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhh MhhhhhMhMhhhhhMMhMMhMhhMhMMhMh
****************************************************************************************
***hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
h*hhhh hhhhhhhhh h hhh hhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hh hh h hhhhhhhhhhh hhh  hhh hhhhhhh
 hhkhhhhh hhh




h*hhhhhhhhrrrrrrrrrrhrrrhrh khhhh hhhhhh hhrhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh h hhhhhhh
h*hhhhhhhhrrrrrrrrrrhsr hsr hhh h hhhh hh
h*h hhhhrgrrrrrrrghsr hsr hhh h hhhh hhhh  hhhhhhhhh r
h*
h*hhsh h hh:
h*hhhh hhhhhhhhhhhh hrhhhrhhhrrrrh hhr:h:h rhhhhh  hhhhhhhh hr  hhhhhhhshhhhhh  sh
h*hhhher hh hsh h hhrhkhhhhh hrhhehhh hh  h hhhhhh r hhhh hhhrhhhh hhrh rhhhhhhrhh
h*hhhhhhh hhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhh**
**hhhh  e h     r: he he:  er rhr h   hr e :e   h  sr : hr rhr   :ers  : h r he  h
h*hhhhr rhr  h  e:   h :he ese rh r::r  e  rhe rssre  rhrs h   hse e  rh  rh   h
h*hhhhe ese rh r::r  e  h  h  :r r  rrese  hr rh e     h  :hrher: erssr:hes:e   h
h*hhhhr: hre rsre  rhhe h  h     h  rssh   hr e :e   h    :h :hr   :ers  : hr h
h*hhhhserrs h  :hr  hre: r rhe re: r rhe rer   rsrh e rersrh    esr: rh :hr    -s  r
h*hhhh ershrr r   h e rssre  rhrs h   hse e  rh  rhe: rs:     h  h sr  e s  h   r h
h*hhhh :h  : er   hs   h  hs  rhrr rrh :he:  e   h :hrs e    he   ::se e   h      :h
h*hhhhrrs  rhr rh  hr  h    : h  hserrese  rh      :he hr   :rr rh  :er hserrese  rh
h*hhhh :h  : h e rssre  h   se   r h :h    : e   hr:e e  he hr  h r h s h  h   hs  h
h*hhhh  h  e h     r: rh    he hrr e  rh  h   he   erese  h  h sr hrr r  hh**
****************************************************************************************
_hh  hhhh  h r _h h **h hhhh hhh hhrhhkh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hh rh
_ hhh hhh  h r _h h **hh  hr h hhrhhhrhhhhhhhhhh hhhh rrhhhhh
_h  hr hh hh hh hh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**hehhhhhhrhh h hhhhhhh hhhhhhe* hhr  hhh h
_h  hr hh hkh*hhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hh hhhhhhhhrh hhhhhr  hhh hhhrhhhhhh
_h  hr hh  hhh:   hh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**hehhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhh hhh:   
_h  hr hh hhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hh hhhhhhh hhh:   hhhhhhhr  hhh h
_h  hr hh  rhrhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hhh:   hh hhhrhhhhh hhhr h hhhh h rhrhh
_h  hr hh hhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h  rrg*grsh hhhhhhhhh hhhh
_h  hr hh hhhhhhhhhrhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**hrhhhhhhhhhhrhhhh hhhhhh hhhh h  hhhhhh
_h  hr hh hhhh rhrhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hh hhhhhh hhrrhhhhhhh hhh:   h rhrhh
_h  hr hh hhhhhhhhh h hhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h hh hhhhhhhhhhhh rhhhhhhhhhh h hhh
_h  hr hh hhrrrh hhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h  rrg*grshhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhh
_h  hr hh hhhhhhh **h hh hhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhh
_h  hr hh hkh*h hhhhrrhhh h **h hh hhhhhhhh hhhhrrhh
****************************************************************************************
***hh hhhhhhh hhhh hhhhh h hhhhhhhhhhh hhh  hhh hhhhhhh hhkhhhh
h*hhh hhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hrhh rhhh hhkhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh  hhhhhhh rrh
h*hhhhhhhhhhhrh hhhhhhhrrhh  hhr hhhhhhhhhhhhh
h**
 hhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhh : rr hh hhhhhhhh
{
rhhkhhh:
**hrhhhhhhhhhhhhh h  h hhh hhhhh h rrrh rh
---
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhh MhhhhhMhMhhhhhMMhMMhMhhMhMMhMh
hhhhhhhh* rhhhhhhhhhhhh;
rhhhh hh :
**h hhrhhhh hh hkhhhh hhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhh hhhhh
rr hh :
**h hhhh h hhhr hhhh hhhhhhhhhrh hhh hhhhhhhhh hh hhhh hh hrhhhh h h hhhh h
hhhhhhhhhhhhh ( h hh  hhh*, r hhr h rhhhrr  h  e , hhthhh, hhhhhhhh*;;
**h hhhhhhhhh hhhh hhhh h hhhhhh:   hh  hhhhhhr hhhhhhhhhhhhhrhhhhhhkhhhh  hhkhhh
khh hr (khh ;;
;;
_h  hhh**hh  h r _h h
---



















**ppppk I p   k I: pI pe:  II IpI pk  pI e :II kp  II : pI IpI  k:IIIk : p I pI  p
p*ppppI IpI  p  e:   p :pIIeII Ip I::I kI  IpI IIIII IIpIIkp  kpIIIIk Ipk Ipk  p
p*ppppIIeII Ip I::I kI  p  pI :I I kIIIIIk pI Ip Ik    p  :pIpeI:kIIIII:peI:e   p
p*ppppI: pII IIIII IppI p  p    kp  IIIpk  pI e :II kp    :p :pI  k:IIIk : pI p
p*ppppIIIII p  :pI  pII: IkIpI II: IkIpI III  kIIIp e IIIIIp   IeII: Ip :pI    -I  r
p*ppppkIIIpIIIII  p I IIIII IIpIIkp  kpIIIIk Ipk Ipe: II: I  kp  p II kIkIk pI  I p
p*pppp :p  : II   pI   p  pI  IpIIkIIp :pe:  Ik  p :pII I    pI k ::IekI   p      :p
p*ppppIII  IpI Ip  pI  pk   : p  pIIIIIIIk Ip   k  :pI pI  k:IIkIp k:IIkpIIIIIIIk Ip
p*pppp :pk :kp I IIIII Ip  IIII  I p :p k  : I   pI:I I IpI pI  p I p Ikp  pk  pI  p
p*pppp  pk I p   k I: Ip    pI pII I  Ip  pk  pe   IIIIIk p  p II pIIIII pp**
****************************************************************************************
 pkppIkpp pppppp pp IpIppk ppppppppppppppppp **p ppkppppppppp pp IpIppppppp
 pkppIkpp ppppppppppppppk pppppppppppppppppp **p ppkppppppppkppppppp
 pkppIkpp pkpppppk ppppppppppppppppppppppppp **p kpppkppkppprpppppppppIkppppppkp
 pkppIkpp pprrrpkppk **pI rrg*gr.pppkppppppppppppppppppppp








p*pp.pppppppppppppppppp pprpkkpppp ppppppkppppppp pppppppppkpkpppppp kpppIpp:p
ppkppIII IIIIp kII.p I.  p
p*pp.ppppppppppppppkpkprpeppkppppppppppppppppkpkpppp ppppIpppkppIp IppppkIppppp pkkppkpppk
p*pppppppppppkppIppkpkpppkpppppppppppppppIkppppppp kpppIpp:p III p
p*pp.pppIpkpp pppppIpkpkppIppp
p**
ppppppppppppp::ppppppppppppp (ppkpp pkpp* ppkppp, IkppIkpk ppppII  pk e pppppppppp, pp ppp
pppppppppp p, pppppppp* ppppppkpk)
:pppppppp (ppkppp, pppppppppp, pppppppppp p, ppppppkpk)
{
---






***ppkpppppppkkppppppkpkpIpkppppppkppppppppppppppppkppIkppkppIIkppkpppppp    pppppp







ppppkpppkppp pppkppIpkpppp =  kpppIppkpppIpIkp (); **pIppppppkppppkpppkkppkpkppppkppkpppppp
**ppppIppppppppppppppppppppppkpkIppkIp
ppppp *pppppr = www ppppp(r); **pIppppppppkppkpkppppppppppppppppppppppp
ppppp *pppppr = www ppppp(r);
pkprApp ppppkI = rgr; **pIkpppppp pppkppppppppIpppppkp gr p
kIpppppppp 
pkprApp ppppkI = -rrr; **pIkpppppp pppkppppppppIpppppkp gr p
kIpppppppp 
ppppppp -> pIp(r); **pIkpppppp pppkppppppppkIpkppppppkppkp
pppppp
ppppkpI -> pIp(r); **pIkpppppp pppkppppppppIpppkpppppkpppp
ppppkpI -> pIp(r); **pIkpppppp pppkppppppppIpppkpppppkpppp
ppppppppppkppI -> pIp(r); **pIkpppppp pppkppppppppppppkppppppppp
kpppp
ppppppppppkppI -> pIp(r); **pIkpppppp pppkppppppppppppkppppppppp
kpppp
ppppkpppkp -> pIp(r); **pIkpppppp ppppkpppkpppkppppppppkpppp
pppppIkp
pkp pkpppppppppkppppppI = r; **pIkpppppp pppkpppppppppkppppppI
pkp kppppppppppkppppppI = r; **pIkpppppp ppkppppppppppkppppppI
pkp ppkpppppkpppppppkppppI = r; **pIkpppppp ppppkpppppkpppppppkppppI
pkp pIpkpppppppppI = r;
pkp pIpkpppIkpppppI = r;
pkp pppppIkpppppI = r;
pkp ppkpppkp = r;
pkp ppppppkIp = r;
pkp ppppppppkpI = r;
pkp ppppppppkpI = r;
pppppr -> e IppppIp(ppppkI); **p pppIpppkpprpkppkpppp





ppppkI = ppppppppppkppI -> Ipp();
ppppkI = ppppppppppkppI -> Ipp();
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
ppppppkIp = ppppppp -> Ipp(); **pIppppkppkpppppkpppppppkIpkppp
pkkpppkppppppp
ppppppppkpI = ppppkpI -> Ipp(); **ppkppIpppppkppIIkppkpp
pppppkppppppIppp
ppppppppkpI = ppppkpI -> Ipp();
pkpppppppppkppppppI = pppkpppppppppkppppppI -> Ipp(); **pIkpppppIpppkpppkppppppp
ppkppppppIpppppIp
kppppppppppkppppppI = ppkppppppppppkppppppI -> Ipp(); **pIkpppppIpppkppkpppppppp
ppkppppppIpppppIp
ppkpppppkpppppppkppppI = ppppkpppppkpppppppkppppI -> Ipp(); **pIkpppppIpppkppppkppppp
kpppppppkppppIpppppIp
pIpkpppppppppI = pppIpkpppppppppI -> Ipp();
pIpkpppIkpppppI = pppIpkpppIkpppppI -> Ipp();
pppppIkpppppI = pppppppIkpppppI -> Ipp();
ppkpppkp = ppppkpppkp -> Ipp();































ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
fr((pkpppppppppkppppppI == r) (( (ppppppkIp == r)) **pIkpppppppIpppppIpppkppp




fr((kppppppppppkppppppI == r) (( (ppppppkIp == r)) **pIppppppppIpppppIpppkppp




fr((pkpppppppppkppppppI == r) (( (ppppppkIp == r)) **pIkpppppppIpppppIpppkppp




fr((kppppppppppkppppppI == r) (( (ppppppkIp == r)) **pIppppppppIpppppIpppkppp




fr((ppkpppppkpppppppkppppI == r) (( (ppppppkIp == r)) **p:pkpppppIpppppIp




fr((ppkpppppkpppppppkppppI == r) (( (ppppppkIp == r)) **p:pkpppppIpppppIp
















fr((pkpppppppppkppppppI == r) (( (ppppppkIp == r)) **pIkpppppppkppkppppppppppkpp
{
pppppr -> pkpppppppppkpp(ppppkI);
pppkpppppppppkppppppI -> pIp(r); **p ppppppIpppppppppkkpppppp
ppppIkp
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
pppppr -> pkpppppppppkpp(ppppkI);
}
fr((kppppppppppkppppppI == r) (( (ppppppkIp == r)) **pIppppppppkppkppppppppppkpp
{
pppppr -> kppppppppppkpp(ppppkI);






































ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppppppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
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h*hhhhen hh.hsh.h..heh.hh.hh.hdhhehhh.hh..h.hhhhhh.n..hhh..hhn.hhh.h eh nhhhh.hn.h
h*hhhhh.h.hhhhhhhhh.hhhhhhhhhh**
**hhhh. e h d . d: he he:d e   hd h.  h de :e  .h ds  : hd  h d .:edg.d: h d he  h
h*hhhhd  hd  h  e:   hd:he ese  h d::d .e  ehe  sg e  ehdg.h d.hse e.  h.deh.  h
h*hhhhe ese  h d::d .e  hd h  :  d .ddese. hd  h e.    h d:hdhed:.e gsd:heg:ed  h
h*hhhhd: h e  sde   hhe h dh    .h  dssh.  h de :e  .hd   :hd:h d .:edg.d: hd h
h*hhhhsedds h d:hd  h e:  .ehe  e:  .ehe  e   .dseh e  edseh    esd: ehd:h d   -g  d
h*hhhh.edsh d d   h e  sg e  ehdg.h d.hse e.  h.dehe:d g:    .hd h gd .e.g. h dd  h
h*hhhhd:h  : e    hsd  hd hg  eh d.dehd:he:d e.  hd:hdg e    he . ::ge.ed  h d    :h
h*hhhh dg   hd  hd hd  h.  d: hd hseddese. eh   .  :he h d .:d .eh .:e .hseddese. eh
h*hhhhd:h.d:.h e  sg e  h   se     hd:hd.  : e   hd:e e  he hd  h d hdg.hd h.  hg  h
h*hhhhd h. e h d . d: eh    he hd  e   hd h.  hed  edese. hd h g  h d d  hh**
***************************************************************************************
_hh..hhh_d :_ d.d:_ _ **h.hh.h.hhh.hhshh.h.h.hhhh.hh hhhhhhhhhhh hh.dh
_.hhh.hh_d :_ d.d:_ _ **hh..hn.h.hhnhhhshhhhhhh.hh.h.hh eehhhhh
_h..hn.hh .h.hh hh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**he..hn.hh.h....h.hhh h.h hhh..hhhhhhh.
_h..hn.hh ..h*hhhh h **he..hn.hhehhhhe*dhhhhh  :s.
_h..hn.hh hh.hhh.hhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h h..hhhhhhh.hhh.hhshhh.h...h.h.h.h.
_h..hn.hh  hhh:.d hh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h h..hhhhhhhhhhh hhh:.d h:.d 
_h..hn.hh h.. hh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h h..hhhhhhh hhh:.d hh.. hhn..hhh..
_h..hn.hh  nhnhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h h..hhhhhhh hhh:.d h nhnh.
_h..hn.hh .hhshhhh hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh**h h..hhhhhhh hhh:.d h.hh.shhhh.
***************************************************************************************
***hh hhhhhhh.hh.h.h...h.hhnh.hhn.hhhhhhhhhhh.hh.hh.hhhhhhshhhhhhh.h
















**h hh.hnshhhhhe  hhnhsnhh.h..h.hh.hhhhhhhhhhhhhh.hh.hh.h










.hh.  h. h(.hh.;;
;; **hh..hhhh.h...hhhhhh
_h..hhh**h_d :_ d.d:_ _
---















p*pppp..p.ppppppp.pppp pp..pprrrrpr pr:p:p..pp p...ppppp..p.p...pppp.ppsp..ppp  sp
p*pppp..rppppsppp..pep.pp.pp.prppeppp.pp..p.pppppp..p.ppp..pp..ppp.p epr.pppp.p..p
p*ppppp.p.ppppppppp.pp.ppppppp**
**pppp. e p   ..r: pe p.:  e   pr p.  pr . :e  .p  s  : pr  pr  .:ers. : p r pe  p
p*ppppr  pr  p  .:   p :pe..se  p.r::r .e  epe rss e  eprs.p  .pse.e.  p. ep.  p
p*ppppe..se  p.r::r .e  p  p. :r r .rrese. pr  p e.    p  :prp.r:.erssr:p.s:.   p
p*ppppr: p e rsre.  ppe p  p    .p  rssp.  pr . :e  .p .  :p :pr  .:ers. : pr p
p*ppppserrs p  :pr  p e: r.epe  e: r.epe re   .rsep . rersep   ..sr: ep :pr    -s  r
p*pppp.ersp r.r   p e rss e  eprs.p  .pse.e.  p. ep.: rs: .  .p  p sr .e.s. p     p
p*pppp :p  : er   ps   p  ps  ep r.rep :p.:  e.  p :prs e    pe . ::s..e   p  .   :p
p*pppprrs   pr  p  pr  p.   : p  pserrese. ep.  .  :pe pr  .:rr.ep .:er.pserrese. ep
p*pppp :p. :.p e rss e  p   se   r p :p .  :.e   pr:e e  pe pr  p.r p s.p  p.  ps  p
p*pppp  p. e p   ..r: ep    pe pr  e   p  p.  p.   erese. p  p sr p r.r  pp**
***************************************************************************************
 p.pp..pp .p.pprp. ppppppppppppppppppppp**pe.pp..pp.p....p.ppprp.p p.p..ppppppp.
 p.pp..pp ..p*ppp. **pe.pp..pp.ppppe* ppppp  :s.
 p.pp..pp p.rsrp.pp. ppppppppppppppppppp**pe.pp..pp.p..ppppppp.ppp.ppppppppp...
 p.pp..pp pppppp. p **pe.pp..pp.p..ppppppppppppppp...
 p.pp..pp p  ppppp p.. p. pp **pe.pp..pp.p..pppppppp  ppppp p.. ppp...
 p.pp..pp ppp pp p  .p.pp. ppppppppppppp**p p..ppppppppp pp .p.pppp...























p*pp.p.p.pppp.ppp.prpe.ppp.pppppppppp.ppp.pppp.pp  ppppp p.. p
p*pp.ppp.p.pp ppppp.p.p..p.p.p
p**
.pp. ppppp::... .pp.p (p.prd p .ppp.) **p ppp.pp...ppppppppppp.pp.pp.
{
.rr:rr (= (r<<. .rr); **p pppp..pp..pp...ppppppppppp.pp.ppprp pp.pps 
.rr:rr (= (r<<. .rr)( **p.p.ppsp p..pprrr 
(r<<r rr)(
(r<<r rr); **p pppppp.p.pppppppdrp p..pprdr 
.rr:rr (= (r<<. .rr)( **p pppp..pp..pp...ppppppppppp.pp.ppprp pp.pps 
(r<<. .rr); **p.p.ppsp p..pprrs 
.rr:rr (= (r<<r rr); **p pppppp.p.pppppppdrp p..pprsr 
ff(.pp.pp ..p == r) **p.ppppp.pp.ppprp .pppppr 
{
.rr:rr (= (r<<r .rrr); **pr ..r pp..rpp.pp.pp.pppppp.ppppp.ppp.p
.ppprsep rrrp .p.rp..pppp..ppp.p 
.rr:rr (= ((r<<r .rrr);
  :r (= (r<<.rs)( **p ..rpppp.pppp.pppppp.pp.pppp..
(r<<.rd)(
(r<<.r7);
  :r (= (r<<.rs); **p ..rppp...pp.pp.p
 r:rr = .ppp.; **p.ppppppp..pppppppp.ppp.pp..ppp..p.p
. :.r (= (r<<.rd)( **p ppp.pp..pppppp.ppp.pppp..p.
(r<<.rs); **p ..rpppp.pp.pp.pp
p ppppp pp.ppr >> p.p(.ppp.); **psp..pppp.ppp.pp.ppp.p..p.pppppppppppr
}
ff(.pp.pp ..p == r) **p.ppppp.pp.ppprp .pppppr 
{
.rr:rr (= (r<<r .rrr); **pr ..r pp..rpp.pp.pp.pppppp.ppppp.ppp.p
.ppprrep rrrp .p.rp..pppp..ppp.p 
.rr:rr (= ((r<<r .rrr);
  :r (= (r<<.rr)( **p ..rpppp.pppp.pppppp.pp.pppp..
(r<<.rs)(
(r<<.rr);
  :r (= (r<<.rr); **p ..rppp...pp.pp.p
 r:rr = .ppp.; **p.ppppppp..pppppppp.ppp.pp..ppp..p.p
. :.r (= (r<<.rr)( **p ppp.pp..pppppp.ppp.pppp..p.
(r<<.rr); **p ..rpppp.pp.pp.pp













.pp. ppppp::.pp pp.pp(p.prd p .ppp.)
{
ff(.pp.pp ..p == r) **p.ppppp.pp.pppr
{
 r:rr = .r.(.ppp.); **psp..ppppppppp.ppp.
ff(.ppp. < r) **p ppppppppppppppp.ppprr.p:p.pp.p r  rSp e: r.e   
{
. :.r (= (r << .r7);
. :.r (= ((r << .rd);
}
eeee **p ppppppppppppppp.pppr.p pp..p.pppr  rSp e: r.e   
{
. :.r (= (r << .rd);





 r:rr = .r.(.ppp.); **psp..ppppppppp.ppp.pp
ff(.ppp. < r) **p ppppppppppppppp.pppr.p pp..p.pr  rSp e: r.e   
{
. :.r (= (r << .rr);
. :.r (= ((r << .rs);
}
eeee **p ppppppppppppppp.ppprr.p:p.pp.ppr  rSp e: r.e   
{
. :.r (= (r << .rs);












.pp. ppppp::pp.pp.p .ppppppp.(p.prd p .ppp.)
{
.p.pr p .p.p.. = p pp.pp.p .ppppppp. pp.. >> .pp();**pr.pp pp.pppp.pp.pp.ppppppp.ppp..
ff (.p.p.. == r) **peppp.pppp.pp.pp.ppppppp.ppp..pp.p.ppeppp.pp..p
{
ff(.pp.pp ..p == r) **p.ppppp.pp.pppr
{
ff(.ppp. > r) **p ppppppppppppppp.pppr.pppppprr. r  rSp e: r.e   
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
{
. :.r (= (r << .r7);
. :.r (= ((r << .rd);
}
eeee **p ppppppppppppppp.ppprr.ppppppr.ppr  rSp e: r.e   
{
. :.r (= (r << .rd);
. :.r (= ((r << .r7);
}
.ppp. = >r*.ppp.; **pe..pppp.ppp.p..p.p
 r:rr = .r.(.ppp.); **psp..ppppppppp.ppp.




ff(.ppp. > r) **p ppppppppppppppp.pppr.pppppprr.
{
. :.r (= (r << .rr);




. :.r (= (r << .rs);
. :.r (= ((r << .rr);
}
.ppp. = >r*.ppp.; **pe..pppp.ppp.p..p.p
 r:rr = .r.(.ppp.); **psp..ppppppppp.ppp.
p ppppp pp.ppr >> p.p(.ppp.);
}












.pp. ppppp::p.ppp..p pp.pp(p.prd p .ppp.)
{
.p.pr p .p.p.. = p p.ppp..p pp.pp pp.. >> .pp(); **pr.pp pp.ppp.ppp..pppp.ppppp..
ff (.p.p.. == r) **peppp.ppp.ppp..pppp.ppppp..pp.p.ppep
pp.pp..p
{
p.psr p .p. .ppp.; **prpp.ppp.p. .ppp.p..pp.rpp
ff(.pp.pp ..p == r) **p.ppppp.pp.pppr
{
ff(.ppp. >= r) **pepppppppp.ppp.pp.ppp.ppp.ppppp ppp
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
{
.p. .ppp. = .ppp. + rr; **pe.ppp..pp.ppp.pr prrp
ff(.r.(.p. .ppp.) >= rrs) **pepppppppp.ppp.p...ppp.p.p.ppppp ppp.p.p
p.ppp. pp.pp..p.p
{






.p. .ppp. = .ppp. > rr; **pe.ppp..pp.ppp.pr prrp
ff(.r.(.p. .ppp.) >= rrs) **pepppppppp.ppp.p...ppp.p.p.ppppp ppp.p.p
p.ppp. pp.pp..p.p
{




 r:rr = .r.(.p. .ppp.); **psp..ppppppppp.ppp.
p ppppp pp.ppr >> p.p(.p. .ppp.);
ff(.p. .ppp. < r) **p ppppppppppppppp.ppprr.ppp.pp.p
{
. :.r (= (r << .r7);




. :.r (= (r << .rd);





ff(.ppp. >= r) **pepppppppp.ppp.pp.ppp.ppp.ppppp ppp
{
.p. .ppp. = .ppp. + rr; **pe.ppp..pp.ppp.pr prrp
ff(.r.(.p. .ppp.) >= rrs) **pepppppppp.ppp.p...ppp.p.p.ppppp ppp.p.p
p.ppp. pp.pp..p.p
{






.p. .ppp. = .ppp. > rr; **pe.ppp..pp.ppp.pr prrp
ff(.r.(.p. .ppp.) >= rrs) **peppp.pppppppp.ppp.p...ppp.p.p.pppp
p ppp.p.pp.ppp. pp.pp..p.p
{




ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
}
 r:rr = .r.(.p. .ppp.); **psp..ppppppppp.ppp.
p ppppp pp.ppr >> p.p(.p. .ppp.);
ff(.p. .ppp. < r) **p ppppppppppppppp.pppr.pppp..p.
{
. :.r (= (r << .rr);




. :.r (= (r << .rs);
. :.r (= ((r << .rr);
}
}












.pp. ppppp::.pppp..p pp.pp(p.prd p .ppp.)
{
.p.pr p .p.p.. = p .pppp..p pp.pp pp.. >> .pp(); **pr.pp pp.pp.pppp..pppp.ppppp..
ff (.p.p.. == r) **peppp.pp.pppp..pppp.ppppp..pp.p.ppep
pp.pp..p
{
p.prd p .p. .ppp.; **prpp.ppp.p. .ppp.p..pp.rpppp
ff(.pp.pp ..p == r) **p.ppppp.pp.pppr
{
ff(.ppp. >= r) **pepppppppp.ppp.pp.ppp.ppp.ppppp ppp
{
.p. .ppp. = .ppp. > rr; **p pppp..pp.ppp.pr prr
ff(.r.(.p. .ppp.) >= .r.(.ppp.)) **pepppppppp.ppp.p...ppp.p.p.p.pp.p.prspppps
{






.p. .ppp. = .ppp. + rr; **p pppp..pp.ppp.pr prr
ff(.r.(.p. .ppp.) >= .r.(.ppp.)) **pepppppppp.ppp.p...ppp.p.p.p.pp.p.prsp...ps
{
.p. .ppp. = r; **p pppp.pp.ppp.ppppp.pppp.pp.pp..p.pp...p
ppp.pppp....p
---
ppppppppppppppppppppppppp ppppppppppppppppppppppppp pppppppp MpppppMpMpppppMMpMMpMppMpMMpMp
}
}
 r:rr = .r.(.p. .ppp.); **psp..ppppppppp.ppp.
p ppppp pp.ppr >> p.p(.p. .ppp.);
ff(.ppp. < r) **p ppppppppppppppp.ppprr.ppp.pp.p
{
. :.r (= (r << .r7);




. :.r (= (r << .rd);





ff(.ppp. >= r) **pepppppppp.ppp.pp.ppp.ppp.ppppp ppp
{
.p. .ppp. = .ppp. > rr; **p pppp..pp.ppp.pr prr
ff (.r.(.p. .ppp.) > .r.(.ppp.)) **pepppppppp.ppp.p...ppp.p.p.p.pp.p.prsp...ps
{






.p. .ppp. = .ppp. + rr; **p pppp..pp.ppp.pr prr
ff(.r.(.p. .ppp.) >= .r.(.ppp.)) **pepppppppp.ppp.p...ppp.p.p.p.pp.p.prsp...ps
{




 r:rr = .r.(.p. .ppp.); **psp..ppppppppp.ppp.
p ppppp pp.ppr >> p.p(.p. .ppp.);
ff(.ppp. < r) **p ppppppppppppppp.pppr.pppp..p.
{
. :.r (= (r << .rr);




. :.r (= (r << .rs);
. :.r (= ((r << .rr);
}
}













ff(.pp.pp ..p == r) **p.ppppp.pp.pppr
{
. :.r (= (r << .rd); **prp. ppppppppppp rr
. :.r (= (r << .r7);
}
ff(.pp.pp ..p == r) **p.ppppp.pp.pppr
{
. :.r (= (r << .rs); **prp. ppppppppppp rr
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**ppppt ekpks tt t pekpets e   p  pt  ptse te  tp ss  tkp   pts tte ststkp  kpek p
p*pppp   p   p  et kkpstpeeese  pt tt  te kkpe tss e  kp stp stpseeet  ptskpt  p
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pptptps ( pppptptps >> tpp(*;
pptptps ( pppptptps >> tpp(*;
pptptpe ( pppptptpe >> tpp(*;
pptptpk ( pppptptpk >> tpp(*;
pptptp6 ( pppptptp6 >> tpp(*;
pptptp7 ( pppptptp7 >> tpp(*;
pptptp8 ( pppptptp8 >> tpp(*;
ppteptppr ( ppppteptppr >> tpp(*; **pepteptpprppptptpp
epptpppptt ( ppepptpppptt >> tpp(*; **ptpppptppptppppttp
rpptpppptt ( ppepptpppptt >> tpp(*;
ppppt ( ppppppt >> tpp(*; **ptpppptppppppt
*pppppppp << pptptps << eek( kp * << pptptps << eek( kp * << pptptps
<< eek( kp *
<< pptptpe << eek( kp * << pptptpk << eek( kp * << pptptp6
<< eek( kp *
<< pptptp7 << eek( kp * << pptptp8 << eek( kp * << ppppt
<< eek( kp *
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C.   OVERALL TASK DIAGRAM FOR C++ CODE 
 
 
Figure 24: Overall task diagram for final C++ code 
 
Table 10: Data types for shared variables in overall task diagram 
Shared Variable Name Data Type Shared Variable Name Data Type 
p_countA int32_t p_motor uint8_t 
p_countB int32_t p_modeA unit8_t 
p_position double p_modeB unit8_t 
p_movement uint8_t p_zero_position_flag unit8_t 
p_speed double p_reverse_direction_flag unit8_t 
p_sensor1 double p_increase_power_flag unit8_t 
p_sensor2 double p_decrease_power_flag unit8_t 
p_sensor3 double p_turn_left_flag unit8_t 
p_sensor4 double p_turn_right_flag unit8_t 
p_sensor5 double p_straight_flag unit8_t 
p_sensor6 double p_proximity double 
p_sensor7 double p_x_position double 





D.   CALCULATIONS IN C++ CODE EXECUTION 
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F.   TESTING DATA AND CALCULATIONS 
 
Encoder Test Plan 
Two encoder tests should be performed in order to determine the accuracy of the encoder 
count and position and speed calculations with the effects of tread slip during operation. The 
linear and angular motion tests obtain the theoretical speed and position values from the 
software that should match the actual measured motion values if the encoders are running 
properly. The steps taken to carry out these two tests are below. 
 
Linear Motion Test 
1. Zero the encoder counts and positions. 
2. Run the robot forward then stop it when it has traveled 5 feet. Record the amount of 
time it takes the robot to travel that distance. 
3. Record the encoder count, speed, position values from the serial terminal. 
4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 four more times. 
 
Angular Motion Test 
1. Zero the encoder counts and positions. 
2. Run the robot in a right turn then stop it when it has turned 90 degrees. Record the 
amount of time it takes the robot to span the 90 degree turn. 
3. Record the encoder count, speed, position values from the serial terminal. 




Pressure Sensor Test Equations Used 
 
                                         
 
                                                           
                                                                             
                                                    
 
                  
    
       
 
    
     
         
                                                          
                                                        
 
 
Proximity Sensor Test Theoretical Models 
The predicted results for the output of these proximity sensors were mainly based on the 
voltage versus distance regression models detailed by Malheiros et al.
[26 ]
. The performance 
of these sensors was tested in a variety of different ways and a non-linear regression model, 
shown in Figure 26 and tabulated in Table 11, for the output voltage as a function of the 
object distance was derived from the experimental data. The results were also compared to 
the predicted sensor output behavior provided in the sensor datasheet
[19]
. This behavior, seen 
in Figure 12, helped verify that the two sensor outputs and the theoretical model were 








Table 11: Expected output voltages using the theoretical model for the proximity Sensor 











Proximity Sensor Test Plan 
Several tests were ran in order to effectively determine the range, accuracy, and repeatability 
of the chosen proximity sensors. For the testing, the sampling rate that was used was 1 Hertz 
(one sample per second), which was slower than in normal operation. However, because all 
of the testing that was done was static testing, meaning that the sensor outputs were not being 
recorded while the objects were moving, a slow sampling rate was sufficient. To coarsely 
129 
 
negate the effects of noise in the static output signals of the sensors, the sensor outputs were 
measured and recorded for at least 30 seconds for each test, then the values obtained for each 
sensor were averaged to obtain a mean result for that test. Below are the steps that were taken 
to carry out each of these three tests. The experimental test setups for each test can be seen in 
Figures 27 – 30.  
 
Range Test 
1. Place object of selected width and height 40 centimeters in front of sensors. 
2. Record the static output voltages in the serial terminal for at least 30 seconds. 
3. Place object 15 degrees to the left and in front of the sensors, moving object along a 
radius of curvature of 40 centimeters. Face object forward, not angled toward sensors. 
4. Record the static output voltages in the serial terminal for at least 30 seconds. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4, increasing the angle from the sensors with each movement until 
the object is located 45 degrees from the front of the sensors. 
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 at angles to the right of the sensors. 
 
Accuracy Test 
1. Place object with selected surface reflectivity 40 centimeters in front of sensors. 
2. Record the static output voltages in the serial terminal for at least 30 seconds. 
3. Shine a light into the sensors without obstructing the sensors' view of the object. 
4. Record the static output voltages in the serial terminal for at least 30 seconds. 





1. Place desired object 80 centimeters in front of sensors. 
2. Record the static output voltages in the serial terminal for at least 30 seconds. 
3. Move the object 10 centimeters closer to the sensors. 
4. Record the static output voltages in the serial terminal for at least 30 seconds. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the object is 10 centimeters away from the sensors. 
6. Move the object 10 centimeters farther away from the sensors. 
7. Record the static output voltages in the serial terminal for at least 30 seconds. 
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 until the object is 80 centimeters away from the sensors. 
 
  
Figure 27: Experimental setup for range test using an object of small width and height 






Figure 28: Experimental setup for accuracy test using an object with decreased surface 
reflectivity at a 40 centimeter distance in front of proximity sensors 
 
 
Figure 29: Experimental setup for accuracy test using an object with increased surface 






Figure 30: Experimental setup for repeatability test using object in front of the sensors 
 
Proximity Sensor Test Results 
It was desired to determine how changes in surface reflectivity of the object, object size, and 
the addition of a direct light source into the sensor affected the sensor outputs. In order to do 
this, numerous two-sample hypothesis tests were calculated. For this statistical analysis, 
several pairs of test condition combinations were directly compared to each other using a 
two-sided analysis to determine if the mean values read in the two tests could be considered 
equivalent. The null hypothesis for these calculations was that the two means being 
compared could be considered equal, while the alternative hypothesis was that the two means 
were not equal. The first pair of test means that were compared were the means from the left 
and right sensors for each of the accuracy test, range test, and repeatability test conditions. 
The equations used for these calculations can be found on Page 138. The tabulated results for 






Table 12: Average output voltages for left and right proximity sensors for range test 
 
Output Voltage (Volts) 
 
Right Sensor Left Sensor 
Bookend - Straight 0.517 0.805 
Bookend - 15° Left 0.176 0.046 
Bookend - 30° Left 0.174 0.146 
Bookend - 45° Left 0.178 0.148 
Bookend - 15° Right 0.496 0.216 
Bookend - 30° Right 0.239 0.185 
Bookend - 45° Right 0.227 0.185 
Book - Straight 0.451 0.471 
Book - 15° Left 0.248 0.532 
Book - 30° Left 0.226 0.185 
Book - 45° Left 0.224 0.187 
Book - 15° Right 0.928 0.485 
Book - 30° Right 0.293 0.186 
Book - 45° Right 0.226 0.183 
 
 
Table 13: Average output voltages for left and right proximity sensors for accuracy test 
 
Output Voltage (Volts) 
 
Right Sensor Left Sensor 
Book Regular - No Light 0.628 0.667 
Book Regular - Light 0.634 0.664 
Book w/ Foil - No Light 0.621 0.631 
Book w/Foil - Light 0.624 0.630 
Book w/Towel - No Light 0.634 0.750 









Table 14: Average output voltages for both proximity sensors in repeatability test 
 
Output Voltage (Volts) 
Distance (cm) Right Sensor Left Sensor 
10 2.102 2.387 
20 1.047 1.315 
30 0.603 0.954 
40 0.517 0.805 
50 0.441 0.720 
60 0.383 0.618 
70 0.326 0.513 
80 0.311 0.431 
 
 
Table 15: Tabulated two-sample hypothesis testing values for comparison between left and 





Right Left Right Left 
Book Regular - No Light 0.000219 0.000737 110 110 524.302 1.980 
Book Regular - Light 0.000126 0.000915 113 113 350.559 1.980 
Book w/ Foil - No Light 0.000229 0.000565 81 81 147.596 1.980 
Book w/Foil - Light 0.000223 0.000579 133 133 117.506 1.980 
Book w/Towel - No Light 0.000138 0.001179 186 186 1339.034 1.979 











Table 16: Tabulated two-sample hypothesis testing values for comparison between left and 





Right Left Right Left 
Bookend - Straight 0.000177 0.000813 66 66 2806.322 1.980 
Bookend - 15° Left 0.000282 0.000501 69 69 -1875.385 1.980 
Bookend - 30° Left 0.000260 0.001659 61 61 -128.300 1.980 
Bookend - 45° Left 0.000301 0.001563 68 68 -158.747 1.980 
Bookend - 15° Right 0.000269 0.001961 61 61 -1104.343 1.980 
Bookend - 30° Right 0.000328 0.001965 63 63 -216.454 1.980 
Bookend - 45° Right 0.000225 0.002142 63 63 -153.599 1.980 
Book - Straight 0.000022 0.000139 67 67 1147.762 1.980 
Book - 15° Left 0.000456 0.000006 33 33 3576.734 1.999 
Book - 30° Left 0.000309 0.001902 37 37 -130.183 1.996 
Book - 45° Left 0.000196 0.002174 31 31 -94.182 2.000 
Book - 15° Right 0.000029 0.009553 37 37 -282.368 1.996 
Book - 30° Right 0.000424 0.002413 29 29 -235.958 2.004 
Book - 45° Right 0.000197 0.001504 38 38 -171.555 1.995 
 
 
Table 17: Tabulated two-sample hypothesis testing values for comparison between left and 




Distance (cm) Right Left Right Left 
10 0.000019 0.000008 70 70 114533.577 1.980 
20 0.000011 0.000011 53 53 128310.327 1.985 
30 0.000139 0.000458 38 38 4529.622 1.995 
40 0.000177 0.000813 66 66 2806.322 1.980 
50 0.000232 0.000721 30 30 2017.982 2.002 
60 0.000260 0.001021 30 30 1224.098 2.002 
70 0.000243 0.000611 30 30 1557.469 2.002 





Table 18: Tabulated two-sample hypothesis testing values for light and no light source 
sensor means for each test condition and each sensor in the accuracy test 
 
t_o right t_o left t_table right t_table left 
Book Regular 3.899 -1.594 1.980 1.980 
Book w/ Foil 0.211 -0.175 1.980 1.980 
Book w/Towel -2.525 0.544 1.980 1.980 
 
 
Using a 5% significance level, the calculated t-statistic value was either higher than the 
positive t-statistic value from the table or lower than the negative t-statistic value from the 
table, which corresponds to the rejection of the null hypothesis. Therefore, the sensors did 
not produce the same results for the same test conditions. The other pair of test means that 
were compared were the means for each sensor with and without an additional light source. 
The findings showed that the effect of the light source was difficult to determine. For higher 
surface reflectivity, the addition of light did not cause the null hypothesis to be rejected. This 
correlated to no presumption being made against the null hypothesis. However, for lower 
reflectivities, the right sensor rejected the null hypothesis, while the left sensor did not.  
 
Upon analyzing the mean values produced by the sensors in each test condition, it was 
observed that the surface reflectivity of the object being sensed did not greatly affect the 
sensor data. In the accuracy test, the change in the mean sensor outputs for the varying 
reflectivity values was minimal. This suggested that the surface reflectivity of the object 
being sensed did not affect the sensor readings. This would correlate with the datasheet 
graph, seen in Figure 12, which plotted the sensor output for two significantly different 
surface reflectivities and produced practically identical outputs for both cases. 
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Additionally, during the range test, it was determined that the orientation of the sensor 
affected the sensor performance. These sensors contained infrared emitters and receivers. 
When the receiver was on the outside edge of the test area, the sensor was able to sense the 
object at a wider angle. However, when the emitter was on the outside edge, the sensor lost 
sight of the object at a smaller angle position. When the object was also located right in front 
of the emitter, the object was less likely to reflect any infrared light to the receiver, causing 
the sensor readings to go below the no object detected readings. 
 
It was also observed that the field of view of the sensor was relatively limited. During the 
range test, both objects usually stopped being seen by the sensors at around 45 degrees at the 
distance of 40 centimeters away. However, this field of view would be dependent on the size 
of the object being sensed and how well the object reflected infrared signal back to the 
receiver. Additional testing would need to be performed with various objects to determine 
how these factors, along with which direction the object was facing, would affect the overall 
field of view.  
 
Another important observation was that smaller objects located in front of the proximity 
sensors generally resulted in smaller output values than the larger objects. This was most 
likely because the smaller objects did not have as much surface area as the larger objects and 
were unable to reflect as much infrared light back to the receivers. However, the alignment of 
the objects with the front of the sensors may have impacted these results. If, for some reason, 
the smaller object was more centered and closer to perpendicular with the sensors than the 
larger object was, the smaller object would produce larger readings, and vice versa. 
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Proximity Sensor Test Equations Used 
 
                                                    
                       
                              
                                                                 
                                                                                        
 
                                 
                       
   
 
   
 
            
 
                               
         
       
  
   
   
    
                 
        
           
 
       
      
           
        
                       
                     
      







      










G.   BILL OF MATERIALS 
 
Table 19: Bill of materials with all components purchased for completion of project 
Part Name Qty. Unit Price Total 
ATMega1281 Microcontroller 1 $12.20 $12.20 
VNH5019ATR-E Motor Drivers 2 $8.75 $17.50 
1 kΩ Resistor 10 $0.10 $1.00 
10 kΩ Resistor 2 $0.20 $0.20 
1.5 kΩ Resistor 2 $0.16 $0.32 
330 Ω Resistor 4 $0.15 $0.60 
470 Ω Resistor 2 $0.10 $0.20 
1 µF Capacitor 3 $0.44 $1.32 
0.1 µF Capacitor 19 $0.33 $6.27 
22 pF Capacitor 2 $0.25 $0.50 
10 µF Capacitor 1 $0.45 $0.45 
1N4942 Diode 2 $0.46 $0.92 
MOSFET 1 $0.82 $0.82 
LM340MP-05 Voltage Regulator 2 $1.31 $2.62 
COM-00536 16 MHz Clock Crystal 1 $0.95 $0.95 
Green LED’s 1 $4.95 $4.95 
Red LED’s 1 $2.95 $2.95 
FT232RL USB UART IC 1 $4.50 $4.50 
Ferrite Bead 1 $0.28 $0.28 
16 Channel Multiplexer 1 $0.95 $0.95 
Breakaway Male Headers 1 $1.50 $1.50 
2 Pin Screw Terminals 2 $0.75 $1.50 
6 Pin Female Header 1 $0.50 $0.50 
USB Port Connector 1 $1.50 $1.50 
2 x 3 Male Header 1 $0.50 $0.50 
BlueSMiRF Silver Modem 1 $24.95 $24.95 
Pocket AVR Programmer 1 $14.95 $14.95 
Printed Circuit Board 1 $67.00 $67.00 
6” Jumper Wire Pack 9 $1.55 $13.95 
Male/Female Deans Connector 2 $0.95 $1.90 
25’ – 16 Gauge Machine Tool Wire 2 $5.00 $10.00 
Test Lead Banana Plug Adapter 4 $2.56 $10.24 
Molon 24 Volt 50 in-lb. Motor 2 $53.16 $106.32 
Sharp IR Distance Sensor 2 $14.95 $29.90 
Hamlin Gear Tooth Sensor 2 $20.48 $40.96 
MPX5100DP Pressure Sensor 8 $16.09 $128.72 




H.   OPERATION MANUAL 
 
Circuit Board Programming Instructions 
Required Software: 
 Notepad++, Kate, or similar code editing environment 





Before being able to program the ATMega1281 microcontroller on the circuit board, all of 
the supporting software and development tools need to be downloaded and installed. These 
instructions are detailed for Windows computers, but similar procedures apply when using 
other machines as well. To begin programming, WinAVR, an open source software 
development tool that supports AVR programming, needs to be downloaded and installed on 
the Windows computer. WinAVR can be downloaded from the WinAVR website. This set of 
tools provides the ability to compile and install all of the appropriate files onto the 
microcontroller using Command Window line commands. Once downloaded, open the 
command window and change the working directory to the folder in which all of the project 
code is located in. In order to do this, the following commands need to be used: 
 dir – View available folders in current directory 
 cd FolderName – Change current directory to FolderName 
 cd.. – Make parent folder current directory 
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In order to use the Pocket AVR Programmer, AVR driver installation is first required for 
Windows machines. For other machines, all of the drivers should automatically install when 
the programmer is plugged into the computer. Zadig is a tool that can be used to install all the 
necessary drivers to the computer and the Zadig tool and USBtiny drivers can be downloaded 
from the SparkFun Pocket AVR Programmer Hookup Guide found on the SparkFun website. 
Once the tool is downloaded, plug the programmer into the computer via USB and run the 
“zadig.exe” file, which will open up a window as shown in Figure 31. Select the AVR 
device, most likely called “Unknown Device #1” and the only option available. Click the 
arrows on the driver selection bar (seen to the right of the large green arrow) until “libusb-
win32 (vX.X.X.X)” appears, then click “Install Driver”. After the installation process is 
complete, a message saying “The driver was installed successfully” should appear on the 
screen. If not, these drivers can be installed manually as well. The instructions for manual 
installation can be found on the SparkFun Pocket AVR Programmer Hookup Guide website. 
 
 




Programming the Board 
Once all of the necessary software and development tools are installed, the board can be 
programmed. First, a check to make sure that the saved code does not have any formatting 
errors in it must be performed. This is done by inputting the "make clean all" command into 
the Command Window. Once this command has been executed, the "make install" command 




















I.   ADAMS MOTOR MODEL WORK 
 
 
Figure 32: Full ADAMS motor model created for robot base frame and drive system 
 
 




J.   SIMULINK MOTOR CONTROLLER WORK 
 
 




Figure 35: Simulink PID closed loop controller for two DC motors with ADAMS plant 
implemented 
